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Abstract
We study the high-frequency Helmholtz equation, for a potential having C2 smoothness, and satisfying
the non-trapping condition. We prove optimal Morrey–Campanato estimates that are both homogeneous in
space and uniform in the frequency parameter. The homogeneity of the obtained bounds, together with the
weak assumptions we require on the potential, constitute the main new result in the present text. Our result
extends previous bounds obtained by Perthame and Vega, in that we do not assume the potential satisfies
the virial condition, a strong form of non-trapping.
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1. Introduction
This article is devoted to establishing homogeneous and uniform bounds on the high-frequency
Helmholtz equation, with minimal geometric and analytic assumptions on the potential.
Technically, the question is the following.
We take a (small) absorption parameter α > 0, and a (small) wavelength parameter ε > 0.
We also pick up a potential V (x) ∈ R (x ∈ Rd with d  3), whose regularity and geometric
properties is made precise below, together with an energy parameter λ ∈ R. Last, we choose a
given function f (x), whose regularity is made precise below. Associated with all these data,
we consider the solution u(x) to the following high-frequency Helmholtz equation with source
term,1
+iεαu(x)− ε2xu(x)+
[
V (x)− λ]u(x) = f (x), x ∈ Rd, d  3. (1.1)
In the terminology of the Helmholtz equation, the function λ − V (x) in (1.1) plays the role of a
refraction index, f (x) is a source of radiation, and u(x) is the signal created by f in the whole
space.
The first main goal of this text is to prove the existence of a constant C > 0, independent of
α > 0 and ε > 0, such that
‖u‖B∗  C
ε
‖f ‖B, (1.2)
where the homogeneous Morrey–Campanato spaces B and B∗ are defined as the completion of
smooth function under the following norms,2
‖u‖B∗ := sup
j∈Z
2−j/2‖u‖L2(Cj ), ‖f ‖B :=
∑
j∈Z
2j/2‖f ‖L2(Cj ), (1.3)
and the annulus Cj is Cj :=
{
x ∈ Rd s.t. 2j  |x| 2j+1}. (1.4)
These norms were introduced by Agmon and Hörmander in [2], and have been used recently in
two articles by Perthame and Vega [28,29]. As we explain below, the particular homogeneity of
these norms, and the weights 2j/2, respectively 2−j/2 in (1.3), make estimate (1.2) the optimal
bound in this context.
Our second aim is to establish (1.2) under weak assumptions on V (assumptions (H1)–(H5)
below). From the analytic standpoint, we shall mainly assume that V has the (low) C2 regularity.
More importantly, from the geometric point of view, we shall mainly assume that the poten-
tial satisfies a non-trapping property. In particular, we shall not make any virial assumption on
1 Admitting that u(x) is well defined for a while.
2 In particular, we assert that u is well defined and belongs to B∗ provided f ∈ B .
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to (1.10) and (1.18) for the precise definition of these two notions.
Both the homogeneity of the uniform bound (1.2) under space rescaling, and the weak as-
sumptions we require on the potential V , constitute the main new points in the present text.
To illustrate the importance of dealing with homogeneous norms, we readily mention the
following scaling property, previously underlined in [28], as it is an important motivation for
the present work. Define w(x) as the solution to the low-frequency Helmholtz equation, with
almost-constant refraction index
+iεαw(x)−xw(x)+
[
V (εx)− λ]w(x) = f (x), (1.5)
where the potential V (x) satisfies assumptions (H1)–(H5) below. Using the change of unknown
u(x) = ε−d/2w(x/ε), the reader may easily check that estimate (1.2) implies w satisfies the
uniform bound
‖w‖B∗  C‖f ‖B, (1.6)
i.e., w is bounded as the parameters α and ε go to zero, and one may try to pass to the limit
in (1.5) (see [6,32]).
The uniform estimate (1.6) lies at the core of the high-frequency analysis of the Helmholtz
equation, as performed in [4,7]. It is important to stress that, dealing with inhomogeneous norms,
i.e., replacing the norms ‖ · ‖B , respectively ‖ · ‖B∗ appearing in (1.2) and (1.6), by ‖ · ‖Binh ,
respectively ‖ ·‖B∗inh , or even by ‖ ·‖L2(〈x〉s dx), respectively ‖ ·‖L2(〈x〉−s dx) for s > 1 (these norms
are defined in Remark 1 below), would give a diverging factor C/ε instead of C in (1.6), as the
reader may readily check. Hence the point in using homogeneous B–B∗ norms lies in obtaining
a w which is correctly estimated by an O(1) quantity, rather than by an incorrect O(1/ε).
Uniform bounds on w, of the form (1.6), have first been obtained in [28], and later generalized
in [32]. Their analysis strongly uses a virial assumption on the potential V . For a potential which
is merely non-trapping, an O(1) bound on w in the distribution sense has first and recently been
obtained in [6]. In this text, we go to the O(1) bound on w in the natural B∗ norm.
Needless to say, the nice scaling property of ‖ · ‖B and ‖ · ‖B∗ , which estimate (1.6) illustrates,
has a counterpart. Namely, the homogeneity of the space B prevents it to be a subspace of L2loc,
due to a divergence close to the origin x = 0. As the analysis provided in the present text shows,
this fact turns out to create considerable difficulties while establishing (1.2).
Let us now come to more detailed statements.
Throughout this text, our assumptions on the potential V are the following:
(H1) λ− V (x) is positive at infinity, i.e., there exists R0 > 0 and c0 > 0 such that
∀|x|R0, λ− V (x) (c0)2 > 0. (1.7)
(H2) λ− V (x) is positive at the origin:
λ− V (0) > 0. (1.8)
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other words, for any (x, ξ) such that ξ2 +V (x)−λ = 0, the trajectory (X(t),Ξ(t)) issued
from (x, ξ), which satisfies Hamilton’s equations{
dX(t)/dt = 2Ξ(t), X(0) = x,
dΞ(t)/dt = −∇xV (X(t)), Ξ(0) = ξ, (1.9)
is required to go to infinity as time goes to infinity:∣∣X(t)∣∣ −→
t→±∞∞. (1.10)
(H4) The potential V is bounded as well as its first two derivatives, i.e., V ∈ C2b(Rd). For later
convenience, we define c1 > 0 as∥∥λ− V (x)∥∥
L∞(Rd ) =: (c1)2 < ∞. (1.11)
(H5) The first and second derivatives of V decay faster than 1/|x| at infinity. More precisely,
there exists a ρ > 0,3 and a Cρ > 0, such that:4
∀x ∈ Rd, ∣∣∂xV (x)∣∣ Cρ〈x〉−1−ρ, ∣∣∂2xV (x)∣∣ Cρ〈x〉−1−ρ. (1.12)
Under all the above assumptions (commented below), we prove the following theorem.
Main Theorem. Assume f ∈ B . Then, for any α > 0 and ε > 0, there exists a unique solution
u ∈ B∗ to (1.1). Under assumptions (H1)–(H5), and provided the space dimension satisfies d  3,
there exists a constant C, and an ε0 > 0, such that for any α > 0, and any 0 < ε  ε0, we have
‖u‖B∗  C
ε
‖f ‖B. (1.13)
Remark 1. The uniform estimate (1.13) is enough to establish the limiting absorption principle,
i.e., to pass to the limit α → 0+ in (1.1), whenever f ∈ B . The limiting value of u obtained in
this way still belongs to the space B∗.
More importantly, and as the reader may easily check, our Main Theorem implies the follow-
ing inhomogeneous B–B∗ estimates as well:
‖u‖B∗inh 
C
ε
‖f ‖Binh , (1.14)
where the inhomogeneous B–B∗ norms are
‖u‖B∗inh := ‖u‖L2(B(0,1)) + sup
j0
2−j/2‖u‖L2(Cj ),
‖f ‖Binh := ‖f ‖L2(B(0,1)) +
∑
j0
2j/2‖f ‖L2(Cj ).
3 Without loss of generality, we assume throughout the paper that ρ  1.
4 Here and below, we use the standard notation 〈x〉 = (1 + x2)1/2.
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‖u‖L2(〈x〉−s dx) 
C
ε
‖f ‖L2(〈x〉s dx). (1.15)
In this sense, estimate (1.13) is optimal in the context. The B and B∗ spaces correspond to the
limiting case s = 1 in (1.15).
Note in passing that the spaces B and B∗ are in duality:
∣∣〈f,u〉∣∣= ∣∣∣∣∑
j∈Z
〈f,u〉L2(Cj )
∣∣∣∣ ‖f ‖B ‖u‖B∗ . (1.16)
Similarly, the inhomogeneous B–B∗ spaces, together with the weighted L2 spaces L2(〈x〉−s dx)
and L2(〈x〉s dx), are in duality.
Remark 2. The constraint d  3 in the Main Theorem is natural, since the Helmholtz equation
somehow degenerates in dimensions 2 and 1. It might be, however, that our Main Theorem holds
in dimension d = 2 as well. Technically, the need for a dimension larger than 3 comes up in
Section 9 only, where we make use of the Perthame and Vega multiplier method [28].
Let us comment on our assumptions.
Assumptions (H1) through (H3) are the main geometric hypotheses needed to establish (1.13).
As is well known, the energy |u(x)|2 in the Helmholtz equation is “propagated” along the rays of
geometric optics, i.e., along the solutions (X(t),Ξ(t)) to Hamilton’s equations (1.9) with zero
energy. In particular, these rays propagate with a “speed” ξ given by ξ2 = λ − V (x). In this
picture, all three assumptions (H1) through (H3) tend to ensure that energy is “well propagated”
from bounded regions of space up to unbounded regions, at a non-zero speed.
More precisely, (H1) means the speed of propagation of waves is uniformly non-zero at
infinity in x, so that the energy |u(x)|2 cannot “accumulate” at infinity in x. This is a minimal as-
sumption, and the estimates we provide here become false, in general, when (H1) is not fulfilled.
Similarly, (H2) means the energy brought by the source term f is shot from the origin x = 0
with a non-zero initial speed, hence it immediately leaves x = 0. The special role played by
the origin is dictated by the very norms B and B∗ we use in the sequel, for which x = 0 is a
distinguished point. We do not know whether (H2) is an optimal assumption or not.
Finally, the non-trapping hypothesis (H3) is a standard assumption. It is in the same spirit,
though much weaker, than the virial condition, see (1.18) below. The non-trapping condition
ensures the rays of geometric optics leave any compact set after some finite time, preventing
again accumulation of energy in bounded regions of space. When the potential is C∞ and has
the long-range behaviour, i.e., when
∀α ∈ Nd, ∣∣∂αx V (x)∣∣ Cα〈x〉−|α|−ρ′ , (1.17)
for some ρ′ > 0, the non-trapping assumption is known as a necessary and sufficient condition
to have weighted L2 estimates (1.15) on u(x), as proved by Wang in [31]. Since weighted L2
estimates are implied by the B–B∗ estimates we provide here (see Remark 1), non-trapping is
clearly a minimal assumption, and the estimates we provide here become false in general when
(H3) is not fulfilled.
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Assumption (H4) requires V ∈ C2b . This is a natural condition in order to have a well-defined
and smooth, C1, Hamiltonian flow for H(x, ξ) = ξ2 +V (x)−λ. Hence it is a natural assumption
in order to even state the non-trapping condition. One aspect of the present result precisely lies
in this low regularity on V . In many places, this lack of smoothness prevents us from using
standard pseudo-differential calculus, making the proof much more involved than in the C∞
case. In any circumstance, our method can probably not go below the C2 regularity, though the
C1,1 regularity may be attainable. However, it might be that our Main Theorem still holds true
for less smooth, “non-trapping,” potentials.
The last condition (H5) is a weak version of the long-range condition (1.17) quoted before.
Assumption (H5) actually implies the potential goes to a constant (zero) at infinity. Note that an
even weaker assumption on the potential is required in Ref. [29]: in this text the authors merely
assume the potential V possesses radial limits as |x| → ∞, i.e.,
V∞(xˆ) = lim
r→+∞V (rxˆ) exists, xˆ = x/|x|,
where V∞(xˆ) is not assumed to be a constant. We do not know whether our analysis may include
potentials that are non-constant at infinity.
We end this introduction with bibliographical comments.
First, for fixed values of ε (say ε = 1), we recall that the Mourre theory has proved to be a
powerful tool in order to show the limiting absorption principle in a very general setting. We
refer to [27], as well as [9,20], and, more recently, to [3]. The Mourre theory typically allows to
recover the inhomogeneous bounds (1.14) and (1.15) when ε = 1. We also refer to [1] for similar
inhomogeneous bounds.
Next, when ε > 0 goes to zero, many results in the literature establish the inhomogeneous
bounds (1.14) and (1.15) for C∞ potentials satisfying the non-trapping condition, and having
the long range behaviour, see (1.17). We refer to [16,30,31]. These works use a parameter de-
pendent version of the Mourre theory, and the key tool is the construction of a so-called “global
escape function.” We stress the fact that, when the potential is C∞ and long-range, Wang’s result
[31] establishes that the weighted L2 bound (1.15) actually is equivalent with the non-trapping
condition.
In this perspective, the present paper aims at dealing with a potential satisfying the mini-
mal smoothness and geometric requirements, and at going to the optimal, homogeneous, B–B∗
estimates.
The case of B and B∗ spaces has been treated recently by Perthame and Vega in [28], for a
potential with limited, C1 regularity. They use a new and elegant multiplier method in the spirit of
the Morawetz estimate [26], and the work by Lions and Perthame for kinetic equations [24]. The
inequality ‖u‖B∗  Cε−1‖f ‖B , is established in [28], for potentials that are non-positive, i.e.,
V (x)− λ 0. Their work also requires potentials V that satisfy the following virial condition:
2
∑
j∈Z
sup
x∈Cj
(x · ∇x[λ− V (x)])−
λ− V (x) < 1, (1.18)
where the subscript “−” means “negative part of.” Here, the assumption that V (x) − λ  0 is
a reinforced version of our requirements (1.7) and (1.8): it gives a uniformly non-zero speed of
propagation at any point x in space. More importantly, the virial condition requires, in essence,
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implies the non-trapping assumption (1.10). It implies even more, namely all the trajectories X(t)
in (1.10) satisfy |X(t)|  c|t |. Hence the virial condition clearly is a reinforced version of the
non-trapping condition (see the book [11]).
Under similar virial-like conditions, Fouassier has recently established in [13] a B–B∗ esti-
mate for a potential having discontinuities. Again, for discontinuous potentials, and in the easier
case when ε = 1, we wish to quote De Bièvre and Pravica’s result [10].
In a very different spirit, Burq has introduced in [5] an original method to derive estimates in
Helmholtz-like equations posed in bounded domains: his method is based on a contradiction ar-
gument, and uses semiclassical measures as a key ingredient of the proof. His approach has been
recently adapted in [18] to establish the weighted L2 estimate (1.15), for a C∞ and long-range
potential. The argument in [18] uses, as an additional ingredient, an “escape function at infinity”
that gives the key tool to deduce the relevant estimates. The idea of using escape functions in [18]
actually comes from the so-called Mourre estimates in scattering theory.
The present paper may be seen as an extension of the work by Perthame and Vega [28],
in order to replace the virial condition, by the weaker non-trapping assumption. Our method of
proof combines some estimates derived in [28], together with the idea of using an escape function
at infinity as in [18], and the contradiction argument introduced by Burq [5]. In this perspective,
the present approach has the advantage of decoupling the phenomena that occur at infinity in x,
from those occurring locally in x. This is a new point in comparison with the global approach
developed by Perthame and Vega.
Another important motivation for the present work stems from the analysis of high-frequency
Helmholtz equations with source terms performed in [4,7] (see also [8]), and more recently [6]. In
particular, the difficult question of analyzing the radiation condition at infinity for such equations
is analyzed in detail in [6]. This work uses the non-trapping condition, and gives a quite detailed
geometric analysis of the propagation phenomena in this context. We also wish to quote the
recent results by Wang and Zhang [32] on these questions. Here, various original and elegant
bounds are proved in the context, using however virial-like assumptions.
To end this introduction, we mention that Mourre’s theory and Burq’s method have also been
used to derive weighted L2 estimates of the form (1.15) for u’s and f ’s satisfying a system of
Helmholtz equations, or, in other words, to estimate the resolvent of matrix-valued Schrödinger
operators. We refer to [17,19,21,22].
2. Outline of the proof
We prove (1.13) by contradiction, using an idea originally due to Burq [5]. In the core of the
proof, the propagation phenomena at infinity are treated using an escape function at infinity, in
the spirit of [18]. On the other hand, the propagation phenomena at the origin are dealt with using
the Perthame and Vega multipliers [28]. The non-trapping assumption makes the link between
both regions of space.
Let us come to a more detailed description.
First, for any given f ∈ B , α > 0 and ε > 0, an immediate energy estimate gives, using the
fact that the spaces B and B∗ are in duality (see (1.16)), the a priori bound ‖u‖B∗  α−1‖f ‖B .
Hence u clearly is uniquely defined, and belongs to the space B∗. This trivial remark being made,
the point is to prove the uniform estimate (1.13).
We argue by contradiction and assume that inequality (1.13) is false. Hence we may build up
sequences αn > 0, εn > 0, as well as fn and un, such that
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n→∞ 0, αn −→n→∞α ∈ R
+ ∪ {+∞},
ε−1n ‖fn‖B =: ηn −→n→∞ 0, ‖un‖B∗ = 1, (2.1)
while the high-frequency Helmholtz equation is satisfied
+iεnαnun(x)− ε2nxun(x)+ V (x)un(x)− λun(x) = fn(x). (2.2)
Under these circumstances, we claim we may assume
α = limαn = 0. (2.3)
Indeed, the obvious energy estimate yields
αn‖un‖2L2(Rd ) = ε−1n Im〈fn,un〉 ε−1n ‖fn‖B∗‖un‖B∗ = ηn −→n→∞ 0, (2.4)
which implies αn → 0 or ‖un‖L2 → 0. In the latter case, using the information ‖un‖B∗ = 1,
we recover
∫
|x|r |un(x)|2 dx → 0, for any r > 0. From this, it turns out the argument we give
in Section 9 allows then to obtain a contradiction quite trivially (see Remark 15 after Proposi-
tion 10). Hence we are left with the case αn → 0.
Now, to analyze the asymptotic behaviour of the sequence {un}, we readily observe that
B∗ ⊂ L2loc. For that reason, the sequence {un} is bounded in L2loc at least. It then becomes natural
to define μ(x, ξ) as the (unique, up to subsequences) semi-classical measure associated to un. It
satisfies,
〈(
a(x, ξ)
)w
εn
un,un
〉 −→
n→∞(2π)
−d
∫
T ∗Rd
a(x, ξ)μ(dx, dξ),
whenever a is a symbol which belongs to C∞c (T ∗Rd). Here and throughout the paper, we use the
notation awεn or, equivalently, [a(x, ξ)]wεn , for the εn-Weyl quantization of a(x, ξ). In other words,
for any v(x), we set[
awεn v
]
(x) = [(a(x, ξ))w
εn
v
]
(x)
=
∫
R2d
dy dξ
(2πεn)d
exp
(
i
(x − y) · ξ
εn
)
a
(
x + y
2
, ξ
)
v(y). (2.5)
It is a well-known fact that μ is a non-negative Radon measure over T ∗Rd (see [14,15]). Equiv-
alently, the measure μ may be defined as the limit, in the distribution sense, of the Wigner
transform μn(x, ξ) associated with the sequence {un}, i.e.,
μn(x, ξ) :=
∫
Rd
exp(−iy · ξ)un
(
x + εn y2
)
u∗n
(
x − εn y2
)
dy
= Fy→ξ
(
un
(
x + εn y
)
u∗n
(
x − εn y
))
. (2.6)2 2
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μn(x, ξ) −→
n→∞μ(x, ξ) in D
′(
R
2d). (2.7)
Also, μn satisfies the useful algebraic property, whenever the symbol a is smooth enough,〈(
a(x, ξ)
)w
εn
un,un
〉= 〈a(x, ξ),μn〉. (2.8)
Adopting this “semiclassical measures” point of view, the contradiction then comes as fol-
lows. On the one hand, the information ‖un‖2B∗ = 1 roughly gives that the “mass” of the limiting
measure μ = limμn is one. On the other hand, the several steps given below allow to establish
that the measure μ is zero everywhere. This is, in essence, the contradiction.
Let us now describe more precisely the way we prove that μ = 0 everywhere.
First, in Section 6, we prove the measure μ carries “no mass” away from resonant frequencies,
i.e., away from ξ ’s such that ξ2 = λ − V (x). This is the meaning of Propositions 4–6, which
actually give a much stronger result. Naturally, this fact is fairly standard when dealing with L2
solutions of PDEs with C∞ coefficients. It is generally obtained through symbolic calculus. Here,
the difficulty is twofolds. On the one hand, the potential V has limited smoothness (it is only C2).
On the other hand, we are here dealing with a sequence {un} which is merely bounded in B∗
(and not in L2), a space of the type l∞(L2) which encodes in the optimal way the integrability
properties of the sequence {un}. These two facts prevent from using standard symbolic calculus
in any direct fashion.
For that reason, in Section 3, we preliminarily develop alternative tools that “replace” sym-
bolic calculus in our specific context. This is not only a technical question, because the limited
smoothness, and the optimality of the B∗ estimates, are a central aspect of our effort. In that
direction, Proposition 1 identifies in a close to optimal way those symbols a(x, ξ) such that awεn
acts continuously on B and/or on B∗, thus preserving the sharp decay encoded in the B and/or
B∗ norms (this is the “l∞(L2)” aspect). Such symbols are only required to depend continuously
on the variable x (this is the “low regularity” aspect). The proof of Proposition 1 is the most
difficult task in order to get an appropriate “symbolic calculus” in the present situation. Then, as
a direct application of Proposition 1, it is established in Proposition 3 that μ satisfies the usual
transport equation along the rays of geometric optics, while Proposition 2 establishes a version
of the Garding inequality that is suited to our purposes.
At this level, we have only proved that μ vanishes away from resonant frequencies ξ . There
remains to prove that μ vanishes close to resonant frequencies. This task is achieved upon dis-
tinguishing large, moderate, and small values of the space variable x.
Section 7 is a key step of the present paper. There, we prove the measure μ has no mass at
infinity in x. This is Proposition 7, which actually gives a much stronger result. This step uses
assumption (1.7) on the potential, according to which λ − V (x) is positive at infinity. In the
spirit of [18], our proof uses an “escape function at infinity,” denoted by aJ (x, ξ) in the text (see
(7.8)). This function aJ satisfies, very roughly, the following inequality, valid for sufficiently
large values of x  2J :
{
ξ2 + V (x)− λ,aJ (x, ξ)
}

∑(1[x ∈ Cj ]
|x| βj
)
, (2.9)jJ
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combined with the appropriate symbolic calculus developed in Section 3, to deduce∥∥un(x)1[|x| 2J ]∥∥B∗ −→n→∞ 0,
for J large enough. The basic estimate (2.9) is very much in the spirit of the Mourre estimate.
It means that the function aJ grows at least like 1[x ∈ Cj ]βj/|x| along the Hamiltonian flow of
ξ2 +V (x)−λ (at infinity in x), a quantity that decays slightly faster than 1/|x| at infinity (thanks
to the l1 sequence βj ). Hence (2.9) somehow prescribes a minimal rate at which energy escapes
to infinity in the Helmholtz equation. This rate is directly related with the weighted norms for
which the solution to the Helmholtz equation remains bounded. The construction of the escape
function aJ should also be compared with the multiplier method of Perthame and Vega. In our
case, aJ is essentially x|x| · ξ|ξ | , plus a crucial corrective factor, and we stress the similar multiplier
x
|x| · ∇x + corrector is used in [28].
In Section 8, we prove the measure μ vanishes for moderate values of x, i.e., for values that
are bounded away from infinity and from zero. This is Proposition 9, which actually gives a much
stronger result. The proof goes as follows. The previous step establishes μ = 0 at infinity in x. On
the other hand, μ is invariant along the Hamiltonian flow of H(x, ξ) = ξ2 + V (x)− λ. Besides,
the non-trapping assumption states that the relevant flow sends bounded value of x outside any
compact set. Hence μ necessarily vanishes for bounded values of x as well. This is the point
where we use non-trapping in our proof.
Last, in Section 9, we prove μ vanishes close to the origin as well. This is Proposition 10,
which actually gives a much stronger result. In the present paper, the origin needs a special
treatment, because the homogeneous norms B and B∗ are somehow singular at x = 0. To show
the measure μ also vanishes close to the origin, we go back to an estimate established in [28].
This estimate relates (amongst others) the mass close to the origin with the mass at infinity. Then,
using the already established fact that the mass vanishes away from any neighbourhood of the
origin, we deduce μ vanishes at x = 0 as well. This step uses assumption (1.8), according to
which λ− V (0) > 0.
The remainder part of the paper is devoted to the proof of all the above mentioned steps. We
present the proof in the case where V has limited smoothness. We mention without giving further
details that the proof might be shortened in various places when V is smooth (V ∈ C∞) and V
satisfies the long-range condition (1.17).
Notation. Throughout this text, we will use the notation awεn for the εn Weyl quantized operator
associated with the symbol a(x, ξ), see (2.5) (see also [12]). Also, we sometimes will need
symbols a(x, ξ) that are C∞ and satisfy
∀α ∈ Nd, ∀β ∈ Nd, ∣∣∂αx ∂βξ a(x, ξ)∣∣ Cα,β〈x〉m−|α|, (2.10)
for some real number m and some constants Cα,β > 0. Such symbols will be said to belong to
the class S(〈x〉m). Last, we normalize the Fourier transform as
uˆ(ξ) =F(u)(ξ) =
∫
Rd
e−ix·ξ u(x) dx, u(x) =F−1(uˆ)(x) = 1
(2π)d
∫
Rd
e+ix·ξ uˆ(ξ) dξ.
(2.11)
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In this section, we give (close to) optimal conditions on the function ϕ(x, ξ), so that the Weyl
operator ϕwεn is bounded from B
∗ to B∗. We also give conditions that make it bounded5 from B∗
to B . It gives us a symbolic calculus on the B and B∗ spaces. These bounds will be of constant
use in the sequel.
Here, the word “optimal” refers to two aspects. First, we deal here with symbols ϕ(x, ξ) that
are merely continuous in x. This will be very important in the sequel since our potential V (x)
only has C2 regularity. Second, for ϕwεn to send B
∗ to B∗, we only require ϕ to be bounded in
the x variable. This is a natural assumption. Third, for ϕwεn to send B
∗ to B , we only require ϕ to
decay slightly faster than 1/|x| at infinity, in that ϕ should behave like∑j αj1[x ∈ Cj ]/|x| for
some sequence αj that is l1 in the j variable. This is also a natural requirement.
As a counterpart though, our symbols need to be very smooth and fastly decaying in the
ξ variable.
The difficulty is twofolds. First, the very definition of 〈ϕwεnun,un〉 = 〈ϕ,μn〉 (see (2.6)) in-
volves a delocalisation in the two arguments of un, which has to be combined with the dyadic
decomposition that is used to define the B∗ norms. This is a technically delicate task in itself,
and we refer to the splitting (3.10) and the associated analysis on this point. Second, while it is
easily checked that B∗ is a subset of L2loc, yet the space B is not: in the B norm, the small annuli,
i.e., the Cj ’s for which j is large and negative, are allowed to carry a mass that may be infinite
in the L2loc norm. This leads to a special treatment of the small annuli in the analysis below.
The main result of the present section is the following proposition.
Proposition 1. Let ϕ(x, ξ) ∈ C0b(R2d) be a bounded, continuous function.6 Define its Fourier
transform, in the sense of distributions
ϕˆ(x, y) :=Fξ→y
(
ϕ(x, ξ)
)= ∫
Rd
e−iy·ξ ϕ(x, ξ) dξ.
Then, the following holds:
(1) (A rough bound on 〈ϕwεn un,un〉.) Assume ϕˆ(x, y) has the decay property
‖ϕ‖Ws :=
∫
Rd
〈y〉s sup
x∈Rd
〈x〉s∣∣ϕˆ(x, y)∣∣dy < ∞, for some s > 1. (3.1)
Then, there is a constant Cs > 0, that depends on s only, such that∣∣〈ϕwεnun,un〉∣∣= ∣∣〈μn,ϕ〉∣∣ Cs‖ϕ‖Ws‖un‖2B∗ . (3.2)
5 Strictly speaking, bounded from B∗ to the second dual B∗∗ . We shall not dwell on the difference between B∗∗ and B ,
since it anyhow plays absolutely no role in our analysis.
6 Strictly speaking, the assertions in this proposition should first be stated for very smooth ϕ’s, satisfying ϕˆ(x, y) ∈
C∞c (R2d ), and the natural density argument should be performed next. We do not dwell on that harmless point.
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‖ϕ‖XN := sup|x|1 supy∈Rd
〈y〉N ∣∣ϕˆ(x, y)∣∣+∑
j∈N
2j sup
x∈Cj
sup
y∈Rd
〈y〉N ∣∣ϕˆ(x, y)∣∣< ∞,
for some N > d + 1. (3.3)
Then, there is a constant CN > 0, that depends on N only, such that∣∣〈ϕwεnun,un〉∣∣= ∣∣〈μn,ϕ〉∣∣CN‖ϕ‖XN ‖un‖2B∗ . (3.4)
(3) (An “optimal” bound on 〈ϕwεnun, fn〉.) Assume ϕˆ(x, y) has the decay property
‖ϕ‖YN := sup
x∈Rd
sup
y∈Rd
〈y〉N ∣∣ϕˆ(x, y)∣∣< ∞, for some N > d + 1. (3.5)
Then, there is a constant CN > 0, that depends on N only, such that
∣∣〈ϕwεnun, fn〉∣∣= ∣∣∣∣ ∫
R2d
un
(
x + εn y2
)
fn
(
x − εn y2
)
ϕˆ(x, y) dx dy
∣∣∣∣ CN‖ϕ‖YN ‖u‖B∗‖fn‖B.
(3.6)
Remark 3. The bound in point (1) will not be used in the sequel, being too weak for our pur-
poses. At variance, points (2) and (3) will be exploited repeatedly. We feel the (easy) proof of
point (1) is very illustrative, and allows to smoothly introduce the technically more delicate proof
of points (2) and (3). This is the reason why we still give statement (1) here, and its proof.
The bounds of points (1)–(3) naturally hold as well when un and fn are replaced by any
functions u ∈ B∗ and f ∈ B . In that perspective, the above proposition roughly asserts that the
operator ϕwεn sends B
∗ in B continuously, provided ϕ ∈ Ws (s > 1), or ϕ ∈ XN (N > d + 1).
Similarly, it asserts that ϕwεn sends B
∗ in B∗ continuously, provided ϕ ∈ YN .
Remark 4. Points (1) and (2) of the above proposition immediately allow to improve the weak
convergence 〈μn,ϕ〉 → 〈μ,ϕ〉, valid for test functions ϕ ∈ C∞c (R2d) (see (2.7)), into the stronger
convergence 〈μn,ϕ〉 → 〈μ,ϕ〉 for test functions in the larger space ϕ ∈ Ws (s > 1), or even for
ϕ ∈ XN (N > d + 1). In particular, μ acts continuously on the space of test functions ϕ ∈ Ws
(s > 1) or ϕ ∈ XN (N > d + 1). This implies the measure μ grows at most polynomially at
infinity in the x variable.
Remark 5. Both norms Ws (s > 1) and XN (N > d + 1) require, in essence, that ϕ(x, ξ) should
decay slightly faster than 〈x〉−1 at infinity in x (and it should be smooth enough in the ξ variable).
Similarly, the norm YN requires that ϕ(x, ξ) is merely bounded in the x variable (and it should
be smooth as well in ξ ). Note in passing the clear continuous embedding XN ⊂ YN .
From the point of view of decay at infinity in x, the above bounds are thus very natural,
since the space B∗ (respectively B) is essentially a weighted L2 space, with a weight that grows
slightly slower than 〈x〉 at infinity (respectively decays slightly faster than 〈x〉−1). Note that the
XN norm gives an “optimal” version of the Ws norm, corresponding to the limiting decay 〈x〉−s
with s = 1.
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norm. The homogeneous version of the XN norm would be∑
j∈Z
2j sup
x∈Cj
sup
y∈Rd
〈y〉N ∣∣ϕˆ(x, y)∣∣.
Remark 6. As already mentioned, the norms Ws , XN , and YN do not require regularity in the
x variable, and ϕ(x, ξ) only needs to be continuous in x. As a counterpart, strong smoothness
of ϕ(x, ξ) in the ξ variable is required: roughly, ∂αξ ϕ(x, ξ) should be integrable in ξ , up to the
order |α| = d + 1.
Proof of Proposition 1. Proof of part (1). Assuming ϕ(x, ξ) is smooth enough (ϕ ∈ S(Rd) will
do), one may write,
∣∣〈μn,ϕ〉∣∣= ∣∣∣∣ ∫
R2d
un
(
x + εn y2
)
u∗n
(
x − εn y2
)
ϕˆ(x, y) dx dy
∣∣∣∣. (3.7)
On the other hand, we clearly have the rough estimate∥∥〈x〉−sun∥∥L2  Cs‖un‖B∗ , whenever s > 1/2. (3.8)
Hence we may upper-bound (3.7) in the following way
∣∣〈μn,ϕ〉∣∣ ∫
R2d
|un|(x + εny/2)
〈x + εny/2〉s
|un|(x − εny/2)
〈x − εny/2〉s
〈
x + εn y2
〉s〈
x − εn y2
〉s∣∣ϕˆ(x, y)∣∣dx dy
Cs‖un‖2B∗
∫
Rd
〈y〉2s sup
x∈Rd
〈x〉2s∣∣ϕˆ(x, y)∣∣dy.
This establishes (3.2).
Proof of part (2). We take a smooth test function ϕ(x, ξ), and observe again the standard
identity
〈μn,ϕ〉 =
〈(
ϕ(x, ξ)
)w
εn
un,un
〉= ∫
R2d
ϕˆ(x, y)un
(
x + εn y2
)
u∗n
(
x − εn y2
)
dx dy.
Hence we upper bound
∣∣〈μn,ϕ〉∣∣ ∫
R2d
∣∣∣∣u(x + εn y2
)∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣u(x − εn y2
)∣∣∣∣∣∣ϕˆ(x, y)∣∣dx dy =: ∫
R2d
Bn(x, y) dx dy. (3.9)
This serves as a definition of Bn(x, y). In order to estimate
∫
Bn(x, y) dx dy in an optimal way,
we decompose un into contributions due to the various annuli Cj . This is naturally imposed by
the dyadic decomposition that defines the B∗ norm of un. In doing so, it turns out that small
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XN -norm).
Our first step is to decompose
∫
Bn(x, y) dx dy upon distinguishing the relative size of x and
εny, as follows:∫
R2d
Bn(x, y) dx dy =
∫
|x|εn|y|
Bn +
∫
|x|εn|y|/4
Bn +
∫
εn|y|/4|x|εn|y|
Bn. (3.10)
Each of the above terms is estimated separately. The first term in (3.10) is estimated upon using
the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality in x:∫
|x|εn|y|
Bn =
∫
|x|εn|y|
∣∣∣∣un(x + εn y2
)∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣un(x − εn y2
)∣∣∣∣∣∣ϕˆ(x, y)∣∣dx dy
=
∑
j∈Z
∫
x∈Cj , |x|εn|y|
∣∣∣∣un(x + εn y2
)∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣un(x − εn y2
)∣∣∣∣∣∣ϕˆ(x, y)∣∣dx dy
 sup
j∈Z
sup
y∈Rd
{
2−j
∫
x∈Cj , |x|εn|y|
∣∣∣∣un(x + εn y2
)∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣un(x − εn y2
)∣∣∣∣dx}
×
∑
j∈Z
2j
∫
Rd
sup
x∈Cj
{∣∣ϕˆ(x, y)∣∣}dy
 CN sup
j∈Z
(
2−j‖un‖L2(C˜j )‖un‖L2(C˜j )
)∑
j∈Z
2j sup
x∈Cj
sup
y∈Rd
〈y〉N ∣∣ϕˆ(x, y)∣∣
 CN‖ϕ‖XN ‖un‖2B∗ , (3.11)
whenever N > d . Here we used the notation C˜j := Cj−1 ∪Cj ∪Cj+1.
The second term in (3.10) is bounded in the same spirit, using this time the Cauchy–Schwarz
inequality in y:∫
|x|εn|y|/4
Bn =
∫
|x|εn|y|/4
∣∣∣∣un(x + εn y2
)∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣un(x − εn y2
)∣∣∣∣∣∣ϕˆ(x, y)∣∣dx dy
=
∑
j∈Z
∫
y∈Cj , |y|4|x|/εn
∣∣∣∣un(x + εn y2
)∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣un(x − εn y2
)∣∣∣∣∣∣ϕˆ(x, y)∣∣dx dy
 sup
j∈Z
sup
x∈Rd
{
2−j
∫
y∈Cj , |y|4|x|/εn
∣∣∣∣un(x + εn y2
)∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣un(x − εn y2
)∣∣∣∣dy}
×
∑
j∈Z
2j
∫
Rd
sup
y∈Cj , |y|4|x|/εn
{∣∣ϕˆ(x, y)∣∣}dx,
and, rescaling x and y by εn in both integrals, we obtain
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|x|εn|y|/4
Bn  sup
j∈Z
sup
x∈Rd
{
2−j ε−1n
∫
y∈εnCj , |y|4|x|
∣∣∣∣un(x + y2
)∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣un(x − y2
)∣∣∣∣dy}
×
∑
j∈Z
2j εn
∫
Rd
sup
y∈Cj , |y|4|x|
{∣∣ϕˆ(εnx, y)∣∣}dx.
Hence, making use of the XN norm of ϕ to upper-bound the second factor, we recover the
estimate∫
|x|εn|y|/4
Bn  C‖un‖2B∗
[ ∫
Rd
〈x〉−N dx
]( ∑
2j εn1
2j εn sup
|εnx|1
sup
y∈Rd
{〈y〉N ∣∣ϕˆ(εnx, y)∣∣}
+
∑
2j εn1
2j εn2−Pj sup
|εnx|2j
sup
y∈Rd
{〈y〉N+P ∣∣ϕˆ(εnx, y)∣∣})
 CN‖un‖2B∗
(
‖ϕ‖XN + ‖ϕ‖XN+P
∑
2j εn1
2j εn2−Pj
)
 CN,P ‖ϕ‖XN+P ‖un‖2B∗ ,
(3.12)
whenever N > d and P > 1.
Finally, the third term in (3.10) is estimated upon using the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality in
both x and y. Indeed, this term has the value,∫
εn|y|/4|x|εn|y|
Bn = ε−dn
∫
R2d
∣∣un(X)∣∣∣∣un(Y )∣∣∣∣∣∣ϕˆ(X + Y2 , X − Yεn
)∣∣∣∣
× 1
[
1
4
|X − Y | 1
2
|X + Y | |X − Y |
]
dXdY.
The reader may easily check, for any (large) integer N , the inequality
1
[
1
4
|X − Y | 1
2
|X + Y | |X − Y |
]∣∣∣∣ϕˆ(X + Y2 , X − Yεn
)∣∣∣∣
CN 〈X/εn〉−N/2〈Y/εn〉−N/2 sup
x,y
{〈y〉N |ϕˆ|(x, y)}
CN 〈X/εn〉−N/2〈Y/εn〉−N/2‖ϕ‖XN . (3.13)
Hence, the third term in (3.10) is estimated by∫
εn|y|/4|x|εn|y|
Bn  CNε−dn
( ∫
Rd
∣∣un(X)∣∣〈X
εn
〉−N/2
dX
)( ∫
Rd
|un|(Y )
〈
Y
εn
〉−N/2
dY
)
‖ϕ‖XN
 CN‖un‖2B∗‖ϕ‖XN ε−dn
(∑
j∈N
2j/2
∥∥∥∥〈Xεn
〉−N/2∥∥∥∥
L2(X∈Cj )
)2
 CN‖ϕ‖XN ‖u‖2B∗ , (3.14)
whenever N > d + 1. Putting together (3.11), (3.12) and (3.14), establishes (3.4).
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with the following observation, similar to (3.9):
∣∣〈(ϕ(x, ξ))w
εn
un, fn
〉∣∣  ∫
R2d
∣∣∣∣un(x + εn y2
)∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣fn(x − εn y2
)∣∣∣∣∣∣ϕˆ(x, y)∣∣dx dy
=:
∫
R2d
B˜n(x, y) dx dy. (3.15)
The technique to estimate
∫
B˜n(x, y) is the same as for
∫
Bn(x, y). The only difference lies in
the fact that we do not need to treat the small annuli Cj apart.
We write ∫
R2d
B˜n(x, y) =
∫
|x|εn|y|
B˜n +
∫
|x|εn|y|/4
B˜n +
∫
εn|y|/4|x|εn|y|
B˜n. (3.16)
As before, the first term in (3.16) is estimated upon using the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality
in x: ∫
|x|εn|y|
B˜n 
∑
j∈Z
sup
y∈Rd
{ ∫
x∈Cj , |x|εn|y|
∣∣∣∣un(x + εn y2
)∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣fn(x − εn y2
)∣∣∣∣dx}
×
∫
Rd
sup
x
{∣∣ϕˆ(x, y)∣∣}dy
 CN
∑
j∈Z
(‖un‖L2(C˜j )‖fn‖L2(C˜j )) sup
x,y
〈y〉N ∣∣ϕˆ(x, y)∣∣
 CN‖ϕ‖YN ‖un‖B∗‖fn‖B, (3.17)
whenever N > d , and we used the notation C˜j := Cj−1 ∪Cj ∪Cj+1 as before.
The second term in (3.16) is bounded using the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality in y:∫
|x|εn|y|/4
B˜n 
∑
j∈Z
sup
x∈Rd
{ ∫
y∈Cj , |y|4|x|/εn
∣∣∣∣un(x + εn y2
)∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣fn(x − εn y2
)∣∣∣∣dy}
×
∫
Rd
sup
|y|4|x|/εn
{∣∣ϕˆ(x, y)∣∣}dx
=
∑
j∈Z
sup
x∈Rd
{ ∫
y∈εnCj , |y|4|x|
∣∣∣∣un(x + y2
)∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣fn(x − y2
)∣∣∣∣dy}
×
∫
Rd
sup
|y|4|x|
{∣∣ϕˆ(εnx, y)∣∣}dx  CN‖ϕ‖YN ‖un‖B∗‖fn‖B, (3.18)
whenever N > d .
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both x and y. Indeed, this term has the value,∫
εn|y|/4|x|εn|y|
B˜n = ε−dn
∫
R2d
∣∣un(X)∣∣∣∣fn(Y )∣∣
× 1
[
1
4
|X − Y | 1
2
|X + Y | |X − Y |
]∣∣∣∣ϕˆ(X + Y2 , X − Yεn
)∣∣∣∣dXdY.
Estimating as before (see (3.13))
1
[
1
4
|X − Y | 1
2
|X + Y | |X − Y |
]∣∣∣∣ϕˆ(X + Y2 , X − Yεn
)∣∣∣∣
CN 〈X/εn〉−N/2〈Y/εn〉−N/2 sup〈y〉N
∣∣ϕˆ(x, y)∣∣,
gives the upper-bound∫
εn|y|/4|x|εn|y|
B˜n CN‖ϕ‖YN ε−dn
( ∫
Rd
∣∣un(X)∣∣〈X
εn
〉−N/2
dX
)
×
( ∫
Rd
∣∣fn(Y )∣∣〈 Y
εn
〉−N/2
dY
)
CN‖ϕ‖YN ‖un‖B∗‖fn‖Bε−dn
×
(∑
j∈N
2j/2
∥∥∥∥〈Xεn
〉−N/2∥∥∥∥
L2(X∈Cj )
)(
sup
j∈N
2j/2
∥∥∥∥〈Xεn
〉−N/2∥∥∥∥
L2(X∈Cj )
)
CN‖ϕ‖YN ‖un‖B∗‖fn‖B, (3.19)
whenever N > d + 1.
Putting together (3.17)–(3.19) gives estimate (3.6) of point (3). 
4. First consequence: a version of the Garding inequality
This section is devoted to the proof of a consequence of Proposition 1, namely, a version of
the Garding inequality, valid for symbols with limited smoothness. This result plays a key role
in our analysis (see Section 7).
Needless to say, the result we give here is completely standard for smooth symbols, acting
on L2 functions.
The main result of the present section is the following proposition.
Proposition 2 (Garding’s inequality). Let ϕ(x, ξ) ∈ C0b(R2d) be a bounded and continuous7function. Assume ϕ has the regularity ϕ ∈ XN (see (3.3)), together with Dxϕ ∈ XN , for some
7 Again, this assertion should first be stated for very smooth ϕ’s, and the natural density argument should be performed
in a second step.
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ϕ(x, ξ) 0.
Then, there exists a universal constant CN > 0, that depends on N only, such that the following
Garding inequality holds true:〈(
ϕ(x, ξ)
)w
εn
un,un
〉= 〈μn,ϕ〉−CN√εn(‖ϕ‖XN + ‖Dxϕ‖XN )‖un‖2B∗ . (4.1)
Remark 7. In other words, the quantity 〈μn,φ〉 is non-negative, up to a corrective term of
size √εn. Note the usual Garding inequality gives a smaller corrective term, of size εn. This
gap is due to our assumptions, namely, to the fact that ϕ is here assumed to be only once dif-
ferentiable in x. The reader may easily check that our proof gives the more standard O(εn)
corrective term if ϕ is assumed twice differentiable in x, with D2xϕ ∈ XN .
Remark 8. It is a well-known fact that μ = limμn is a non-negative measure, while μn is not
a non-negative measure for finite values of n. The above proposition quantifies the defect of
positivity of μn when n is finite. Note the test functions we use here are in the class XN , i.e.,
they should decay slightly faster than 1/|x| at infinity. This is due to the fact that un is uniformly
bounded in B∗ only (and not in L2).
Proof of Proposition 2. We start with the standard observation (see [23], or [25]),
μ˜n(x, ξ) 0,
where μ˜n, known as the Husimi transform of the sequence {un}, is defined as
μ˜n(x, ξ) := μn(x, ξ) ∗x,ξ Gεn(x, ξ)
=
∫
R2d
μn(x − z, ξ − η) (πεn)−d exp
(
−z
2 + η2
εn
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:Gεn(y,η)
dz dη.
Hence, taking a non-negative test function ϕ as in Proposition 2, we have
0 〈μ˜n, ϕ〉 =
〈
μn,ϕ(x, ξ) ∗x,ξ Gεn(x, ξ)
〉
.
As a consequence,
〈μn,ϕ〉−
∣∣〈μn,ϕ ∗Gεn − ϕ〉∣∣−CN‖ϕ ∗Gεn − ϕ‖XN ‖un‖B∗ , (4.2)
whenever N > d + 1. Here we made use of Proposition 1(2).
We perform a Taylor expansion on the term ϕ ∗ Gεn to estimate the right-hand side of (4.2)
and to establish that ϕ ∗ Gεn − ϕ = O(√εn ) in XN norm. For obvious convenience, the Tay-
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We write
Fξ→y(ϕ ∗Gεn − ϕ)(x, y)
= (πεn)−d/2
∫
Rd
ϕˆ(x − z, y) exp
(
− z
2
εn
)
exp
(
−εn y
2
4
)
dz − ϕˆ(x, y)
=
[
π−d/2
∫
Rd
ϕˆ
(
x − √εnz, y
)
exp
(−z2)dz − ϕˆ(x, y)] exp(−εny2/4)
+ ϕˆ(x, y)[exp(−εny2/4)− 1]
=: Â(x, y)+ B̂(x, y).
This serves as a definition for the functions A(x, ξ) = F−1y→ξ (Â(x, y)), and B(x, ξ). Up to this
point, we have,
‖ϕ ∗Gεn − ϕ‖XN  ‖A‖XN + ‖B‖XN .
We estimate separately each term ‖A‖XN and ‖B‖XN .
On the one hand, we have ∣∣B̂(x, y)∣∣ C√εn|y|∣∣ϕˆ(x, y)∣∣.
This implies
‖B‖XN CN
√
εn‖ϕ‖XN+1 .
On the other hand, we turn to the more difficult analysis of A. First order Taylor expansion
gives
∣∣Â(x, y)∣∣ C√εn ∫
Rd
dz
1∫
0
dθ |z|∣∣Dxϕˆ(x − θ√εnz, y)∣∣ exp(−z2).
When x ∈ Cj with j  0, we may thus estimate
sup
x∈Cj
sup
y∈Rd
〈y〉N ∣∣Â(x, y)∣∣
 C√εn sup
x∈Cj
∫
Rd
dz
1∫
0
dθ sup
y
〈y〉N |z|∣∣Dxϕˆ(x − θ√εnz, y)∣∣ exp(−z2)
= C√εn sup
x∈Cj
∫
|z|2j−1/√ε
1∫
0
dθ sup
y
〈y〉N |z|∣∣Dxϕˆ(x − θ√εnz, y)∣∣ exp(−z2)
n
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x∈Cj
∫
|z|2j−1/√εn
1∫
0
dθ sup
y
〈y〉N |z|∣∣Dxϕˆ(x − θ√εnz, y)∣∣ exp(−z2)
 C√εn sup
x∈C˜j
sup
y
〈y〉N ∣∣Dxϕˆ(x, y)∣∣
+C√εn exp
(
− 2
2j
Cεn
)
sup
x∈Rd
sup
y
〈y〉N ∣∣Dxϕˆ(x, y)∣∣.
Here, we made use of the notation C˜j := Cj−1 ∪ Cj ∪ Cj+1. As a consequence, multiplying
by 2j and summing over all values of j  0, we deduce∑
j0
2j sup
x∈Cj
sup
y∈Rd
〈y〉N ∣∣Â(x, y)∣∣ C√εn‖Dxϕ‖XN .
Similarly, when |x| 1, we may estimate
sup
|x|1
sup
y∈Rd
〈y〉N ∣∣Â(x, y)∣∣ C√εn ∫
Rd
dz
1∫
0
dθ sup
x∈Rd
sup
y∈Rd
〈y〉N |z|∣∣Dxϕˆ(x − θ√εnz, y)∣∣ exp(−z2)
 C√εn‖Dxϕ‖XN .
All these estimates finally result in the following
‖ϕ ∗Gεn − ϕ‖XN  C
√
εn
(‖ϕ‖XN+1 + ‖Dxϕ‖XN ). (4.3)
Plugging (4.3) into (4.2), ends the proof of Proposition 2. 
5. Second consequence: a version of the transport equation
This section is devoted to the proof of another important application of Proposition 1, namely,
the fact that μn almost satisfies a transport equation, or, in other words, μn is almost invariant
along the Hamiltonian flow of H(x, ξ) = ξ2 + V (x). Again, the point is that we can prove the
relevant transport equation is satisfied in a weak sense, when tested along symbols with limited
smoothness. The corresponding statement when the symbols are smooth is completely standard.
The main result of the present section is the following proposition.
Proposition 3 (Transport equation). Let ϕ(x, ξ) ∈ C0b(R2d) be a bounded and continuous func-
tion.8 Assume ϕ ∈ YN (see (3.3)), for some N > d + 5.
Then, the distribution μn(x, ξ) satisfies∣∣〈−αnμn + 2ξ · ∇xμn − ∇xV (x) · ∇ξμn,ϕ〉∣∣ CN(εn + ηn)‖ϕ‖YN . (5.1)
8 Again, the present statement should first be stated for very smooth ϕ’s, and the natural density argument should be
performed next.
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2ξ · ∇xμ(x, ξ)− ∇xV (x) · ∇ξμ(x, ξ) = 0 (5.2)
in the sense of distributions. Equivalently, if Φt denotes the Hamiltonian flow associated with the
Hamiltonian ξ2 + V (x)− λ, we have the invariance
∀t ∈ R, μ ◦Φt = μ, (5.3)
where the equality holds between measures.
Remark 9. As already mentioned, it is a standard fact that μ = limμn satisfies a transport equa-
tion, in the sense of distributions. Here, the point is twofolds. First, estimate (5.1) keeps track of
the fact that, for finite values of n, μn satisfies a transport equation as well, up to an error term
that we are able to upper-bound. Second, the transport equation is not only established in the
sense of distributions: we work here with test functions ϕ in the class YN . We recall that such
functions are merely continuous and bounded in the x variable. This turns out to be a useful
aspect in the subsequent sections.
Proof of Proposition 3. We Wigner transform the Helmholtz equation (2.2) itself. It gives the
usual transport equation with remainder:
−αnμn + ξ · ∇xμn − ∇xV (x) · ∇ξμn = Rn(x, ξ), (5.4)
up to defining Rn(x, ξ) :=F−1ξ→y(R̂n(x, y)) through the formula
R̂n(x, y) := −ε−1n Im
(
fn
(
x + εn y2
)
u∗n
(
x − εn y2
))
+ V (x + εn
y
2 )− V (x − εn y2 )− εny · ∇xV (x)
2iεn
un
(
x + εn y2
)
u∗n
(
x − εn y2
)
. (5.5)
Taking ϕ as in Proposition 3 and testing Rn against ϕ, we estimate the duality product 〈Rn,ϕ〉
as follows.
The first term appearing in 〈Rn,ϕ〉 (see (5.5)) is upper-bounded by
 ε−1n
∫
R2d
∣∣∣∣un(x − εn y2
)∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣fn(x + εn y2
)∣∣∣∣∣∣ϕˆ(x, y)∣∣dx dy
 CNε−1n ‖ϕ‖YN ‖fn‖B‖un‖B∗
 CNηn‖ϕ‖YN −→n→∞ 0, (5.6)
whenever N > d + 1. Here we used Proposition 1(3), together with the assumed bounds (2.1)
on un and fn.
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 Cεn
∫
R2d
dx dy
1∫
−1
dt
∣∣∣∣un(x + εn y2
)∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣un(x − εn y2
)∣∣∣∣∣∣y2ϕˆ(x, y)∣∣∣∣D2xV (x + tεny/2)∣∣dt
 CNεn‖un‖2B∗
1∫
−1
dt
(
sup
|x|1
sup
y
〈y〉N ∣∣y2ϕˆ(x, y)∣∣∣∣D2xV (x + tεny/2)∣∣
+
∑
j0
2j sup
x∈Cj
sup
y
〈y〉N ∣∣y2ϕˆ(x, y)∣∣∣∣D2xV (x + tεny/2)∣∣), (5.7)
whenever N > d + 1. Here we have used Proposition 1(2). There remains to estimate the two
suprema on the right-hand side of (5.7). On the one hand, we clearly have
sup
|x|1
sup
y
〈y〉N ∣∣y2ϕˆ(x, y)∣∣∣∣D2xV (x + tεny/2)∣∣
 C
∥∥D2xV ∥∥L∞ sup|x|1 supy 〈y〉N+2∣∣ϕˆ(x, y)∣∣ C‖ϕ‖YN+2 .
Also, using the assumed decay of D2xV at infinity in x (see (1.12)), we may estimate, on the other
hand,
2j sup
x∈Cj
sup
y
〈y〉N ∣∣y2ϕˆ(x, y)∣∣∣∣D2xV (x + tεny/2)∣∣
C sup
x∈Cj
sup
y
〈y〉N+2 〈x〉〈x + tεny/2〉1+ρ
∣∣ϕˆ(x, y)∣∣
C sup
x∈Cj
sup
y
〈y〉N+4∣∣ϕˆ(x, y)∣∣ sup
x∈Cj
sup
y
〈y〉−2 〈x〉〈x + tεny/2〉1+ρ
C sup
x∈Cj
sup
y
〈y〉N+4∣∣ϕˆ(x, y)∣∣
C‖ϕ‖YN+4 , (5.8)
as a direct inspection shows. Hence the second term appearing in 〈Rn,ϕ〉 is eventually estimated
by
 CNεn‖ϕ‖YN+4 −→n→∞ 0.
This ends the proof of the proposition. 
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This section is devoted to the proof of various relations which assert the sequence {un} carries
“no mass” for frequencies that do not satisfy the zero energy condition ξ2 = λ−V (x), i.e., away
from resonant frequencies.
It is a very important statement. Indeed, it allows us in the next sections to reduce our argument
to the asymptotic analysis of the sequence {un}, conveniently restricted to frequencies that do
satisfy the zero energy condition. For those frequencies, the non-trapping condition (1.10) gives
an additional, and crucial, information.
As in Sections 5 and 6, the statement of interest is fairly standard when dealing with L2
solutions to PDEs with C∞ coefficients. The difficulty lies again in the fact that V ∈ C2 only,
and un belongs to B∗. Also, we prove here statements that hold for finite values of n, and not
only when n = ∞.
The main results of this section are the following three propositions. All three results assert, in
one way or another, the localization on resonant frequencies. Proposition 4 gives a rough state-
ment, while the next Propositions 5 and 6 give refined, and technically more involved, estimates.
Proposition 4. Let ϕ(x, ξ) ∈ C0b(R2d) be a bounded and continuous function. Assume ϕ has the
regularity ϕ ∈ YN , (see (3.3)), together with xϕ ∈ XN , for some N > d + 4.
Then, the distribution μn(x, ξ) satisfies∣∣〈(ξ2 + V (x)− λ)μn(x, ξ), ϕ〉∣∣ CNεn(‖ϕ‖YN + ‖xϕ‖XN ). (6.1)
In particular, the limit μ = limμn satisfies (ξ2 +V (x)− λ)μ(x, ξ) = 0, in the sense of distribu-
tions, so that the measure μ only carries resonant frequencies:
suppμ ⊂ {(x, ξ) ∈ R2d s.t. ξ2 + V (x)− λ = 0}. (6.2)
Remark 10. Note that estimate (6.1) needs xφ ∈ XN , but only ϕ ∈ YN . In others words, ϕ may
be merely bounded at infinity in x, while xϕ needs to decay slightly faster than 1/|x|.
Proposition 5. Introduce two C∞ cutoff functions in x and ξ , satisfying respectively
Θ(ξ) ≡ 0 whenever |ξ | 2c1, Θ(ξ) ≡ 1 whenever |ξ | 3c1,
χ(x) ≡ 0 whenever |x| 1, χ(x) ≡ 1 whenever |x| 2.
Here we recall that c1 = ‖λ− V (x)‖1/2L∞ , see (1.11).
Then, the following L2 bound holds true:
∥∥Θwεnχ(x)un(x)∥∥L2  C(√εn + ηn) −→n→∞ 0,
for some C that does not depend on n.
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no mass, in L2 norm, for frequencies above ‖V (x) − λ‖1/2L∞ = c1. This is indeed a quantitative
version of (6.2), valid for bounded values on n.
Proposition 6. Introduce two C∞ cutoff functions in x and ξ , still denoted by Θ(ξ) an χ(x) not
to overweight notations, satisfying respectively
Θ(ξ) ≡ 0 whenever |ξ | c0/2, Θ(ξ) ≡ 1 whenever |ξ | c0/3,
χ(x) ≡ 0 whenever |x| 2R0, χ(x) ≡ 1 whenever |x| 3R0.
Here, we recall that the constants c0 and R0 are defined in (1.7).
Then, the following L2 bound holds true:∥∥Θwεnχ(x)un(x)∥∥L2  C(εn + ηn) −→n→∞ 0,
for some C that does not depend on n.
Remark 12. In other words, up to restricting to x’s larger than R0, for which λ − V (x) is away
from zero, i.e., λ−V (x) (c0)2, the sequence {un} carries no mass, in L2 norm, for frequencies
below c0. This is again a quantitative version of (6.2), valid for bounded values of n.
Proof of Proposition 4. An easy computation gives
2
(
ξ2 + V (x)− λ)μn(x, ξ)
= ε
2
n
2
xμn(x, ξ)+Fy→ξ
([−ε2nun + V un − λun](x + εn y2
)
u∗n
(
x − εn y2
))
+Fy→ξ
(
un
(
x + εn y2
)[−ε2nu∗n + V u∗n − λu∗n](x − εn y2
))
+Fy→ξ
([
V (x)− 1
2
V
(
x + εn y2
)
− 1
2
V
(
x − εn y2
)]
un
(
x + εn y2
)
u∗n
(
x − εn y2
))
.
Hence, using the Helmholtz equation (2.2) satisfied by un, we recover(
ξ2 + V (x)− λ)μn(x, ξ) = Rn(x, ξ), (6.3)
up to introducing the remainder term Rn(x, ξ) =F−1ξ→y(R̂n(x, y)) through
R̂n(x, y) := ε
2
n
4
xμˆn(x, y)+ Re
(
fn
(
x + εn y2
)
u∗n
(
x − εn y2
))
+ 1
2
[
V (x)− 1
2
V
(
x + εn y2
)
− 1
2
V
(
x − εn y2
)]
un
(
x + εn y2
)
u∗n
(
x − εn y2
)
.
(6.4)
Testing Rn against a test function ϕ gives three terms, which we estimate as follows.
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 CNε2n‖xϕ‖XN ‖un‖2B∗
 CNε2n‖xϕ‖XN −→n→∞ 0,
whenever N > d + 1. The second line uses the bound (2.1) on un.
In the same spirit, the second term in (6.4) is estimated thanks to Proposition 1(3), by
CN‖ϕ‖YN ‖un‖B∗‖fn‖B
CNεnηn‖ϕ‖YN −→n→∞ 0,
whenever N > d + 1. The second line uses the bounds at hand on un and fn.
Finally, the third term is upper-bounded by
Cεn
∫
R2d
dx dy
1∫
−1
dt
∣∣∣∣un(x + εn y2
)∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣un(x − εn y2
)∣∣∣∣∣∣yϕˆ(x, y)∣∣∣∣∣∣DxV(x + tεn y2
)∣∣∣∣
CNεn‖un‖2B∗
1∫
−1
dt
(
sup
|x|1
sup
y
〈y〉N ∣∣yϕˆ(x, y)∣∣∣∣DxV (x + tεny/2)∣∣
+
∑
j0
2j sup
x∈Cj
sup
y
〈y〉N ∣∣yϕˆ(x, y)∣∣∣∣DxV (x + tεny/2)∣∣), (6.5)
whenever N > d + 1. Here we have used Proposition 1(2). There remains to estimate the two
suprema on the right-hand side of (6.5). On the one hand, we clearly have
sup
|x|1
sup
y
〈y〉N ∣∣yϕˆ(x, y)∣∣∣∣DxV (x + tεny/2)∣∣ C‖DxV ‖L∞ sup
|x|1
sup
y
〈y〉N+1∣∣ϕˆ(x, y)∣∣
 C‖ϕ‖YN+1 .
Also, using the assumed decay of DxV at infinity in x (see (1.12)), we may estimate as in (5.8)
2j sup
x∈Cj
sup
y
〈y〉N ∣∣yϕˆ(x, y)∣∣∣∣DxV (x + tεny/2)∣∣
 C sup
x∈Cj
sup
y
〈y〉N+1 〈x〉〈x + tεny/2〉1+ρ
∣∣ϕˆ(x, y)∣∣
 C sup
x∈Cj
sup
y
〈y〉N+3∣∣ϕˆ(x, y)∣∣ sup
x∈Cj
sup
y
〈y〉−2 〈x〉〈x + tεny/2〉1+ρ
 C sup
x∈Cj
sup
y
〈y〉N+3∣∣ϕˆ(x, y)∣∣
 C‖ϕ‖YN+3,
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by
 CNεn‖ϕ‖YN+3 −→n→∞ 0.
This ends the proof of Proposition 4. 
Proof of Proposition 5. We take two cutoff functions Θ(ξ) and χ(x) as in Proposition 5. For
later convenience, we take some large parameter Λ > 0, and we decompose accordingly the
cutoff in frequency Θ(ξ) into large and moderate frequencies, namely,
Θ(ξ) ≡ Θ1Λ(ξ)+Θ2Λ(ξ),
where both functions ΘiΛ(ξ) (i = 1,2) are smooth, non-negative, and they satisfy:
suppΘ1Λ ⊂
{
2c1  |ξ | 2Λ
}
, suppΘ2Λ ⊂
{|ξ |Λ}.
Associated with this decomposition, we write∥∥Θwεnχun∥∥L2  ∥∥(Θ1Λ)wεnχun∥∥L2 + ∥∥(Θ2Λ)wεnχun∥∥L2 , (6.6)
and we start estimating separately each of the above terms.
First step: estimating ‖(Θ1Λ)wεnχun‖L2 . Roughly, this contribution is estimated thanks to the
energy localization already stated in Proposition 4, as we show below.
To begin with, we express the norm ‖(Θ1Λ)wεnχun‖2L2 in terms of symbols. We write, using
standard symbolic calculus
χ(x)
(
Θ1Λ
)w
εn
(
Θ1Λ
)w
εn
χ(x) = (χ(x)2(Θ1Λ)2)wεn +O(εn〈x〉−∞),
as operators on L2(Rd). Here the O(εn〈x〉−∞) term denotes an operator whose symbol belongs
to the class S(〈x〉−N) for any N , and whose size is O(εn) in each of these classes. As a conse-
quence, we may write:∥∥(Θ1Λ)wεnχun∥∥2L2 = 〈χ(Θ1Λ)wεn(Θ1Λ)wεnχun,un〉
= 〈(χ(x)2(Θ1Λ)2)wεnun,un〉+O(εn)
= 〈χ(x)2(Θ1Λ(ξ))2,μn〉+O(εn). (6.7)
Naturally, the second line uses the fact that∫
Rd
|un(x)|2
〈x〉N dx  CN‖un‖
2
B∗  CN,
for any N > 1.
We now apply Proposition 4 to the right-hand side of (6.7). To do so, we first observe that the
symbol χ(x)2(Θ1 (ξ))2 clearly belongs to the class YN for any N , being essentially constant atΛ
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cies, through the decomposition Θ = Θ1Λ + Θ2Λ in (6.6). On top of that, the Laplacian of this
symbol, having the value (xχ(x)2)(Θ1Λ(ξ))2, clearly belongs to the class XN for any N : it is
actually C∞c in both x and ξ . Last, we observe
|ξ | 2c1 on suppΘ1Λ,
from which it follows:∣∣ξ2 + V (x)− λ∣∣ 4c21 − c21 = 3c21 > 0 on suppΘ1Λ. (6.8)
For this reason, we do have the following regularity/decay properties in x and ξ for the symbol
χ(x)2(Θ1Λ(ξ))
2/(ξ2 + V (x)− λ):
χ(x)2(Θ1Λ(ξ))
2
ξ2 + V (x)− λ ∈ YN, for any N, and
x
(
χ(x)2(Θ1Λ(ξ))
2
ξ2 + V (x)− λ
)
∈ XN, for any N.
Note the important distinction between the symbol (which does not decay in x), and its second
derivative (which has the good decay). Note also that the above statement only requires V to be
twice differentiable. This being observed, we recover in this way, using Proposition 4:
〈
χ(x)2
(
Θ1Λ(ξ)
)2
,μn
〉= 〈χ(x)2(Θ1Λ(ξ))2
ξ2 + V (x)− λ ,
(
ξ2 + V (x)− λ)μn〉
= O(εn + ηn).
Eventually, we have established∥∥(Θ1Λ)wεnχun∥∥2L2  C(εn + ηn), (6.9)
where C > 0 is independent of n (but it does depend on Λ).
Second step: estimating ‖(Θ2Λ)wεnχun‖2L2 . Let us now come to the analysis of the term involv-
ing Θ2Λ. We are here dealing with unbounded frequencies, so that Proposition 4 is of no use. The
alternative idea is, essentially, to perform a standard energy estimate.
We test the Helmholtz equation (2.2) against
χ(x)
(
Θ2Λ
)w
εn
(
Θ2Λ
)w
εn
χ(x)un,
and start estimating. It gives at once∣∣〈(Θ2Λ)wεnχ(x)(−ε2nxun(x)), (Θ2Λ)wεnχ(x)un(x)〉∣∣

∥∥(Θ2Λ)wεnχ(x)fn(x)∥∥L2∥∥(Θ2Λ)wεnχ(x)un(x)∥∥L2 + εnαn∥∥(Θ2Λ)wεnχ(x)un(x)∥∥2L2
+ ∣∣〈(Θ2Λ)w χ(x)[V (x)− λ]un(x), (Θ2Λ)w χ(x)un(x)〉∣∣.εn εn
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 C(εnηn + εnαn)
∥∥(Θ2Λ)wεnχ(x)un(x)∥∥L2
+ ∣∣〈(Θ2Λ)wεnχ(x)[V (x)− λ]un(x), (Θ2Λ)wεnχ(x)un(x)〉∣∣. (6.10)
We now come to estimate, in (6.10), the term∣∣〈(Θ2Λ)wεnχ(x)(−ε2nxun(x)), (Θ2Λ)wεnχ(x)un(x)〉∣∣ (6.11)
from below, and the term∣∣〈(Θ2Λ)wεnχ(x)[V (x)− λ]un(x), (Θ2Λ)wεnχ(x)un(x)〉∣∣ (6.12)
from above.
First, we estimate the term involving V (x) − λ. This necessitates to commute the truncation
in frequency, (Θ2Λ)wεn , with the potential V , a function of limited regularity. This cannot be done
using standard symbolic calculus. For that reason, we claim here that for any functions v and w
in B∗, the following commutator estimate holds:∣∣〈[(Θ2Λ)wεnV (x)− (Θ2Λ)wεnV (x)]v(x),w(x)〉∣∣ Cεn‖v‖B∗‖w‖B∗ . (6.13)
Assuming for a while that (6.13) has been proved, we immediately deduce∣∣〈(Θ2Λ)wεnχ(x)[V (x)− λ]un(x), (Θ2Λ)wεnχ(x)un(x)〉∣∣
= ∣∣〈[V (x)− λ](Θ2Λ)wεnχ(x)un(x), (Θ2Λ)wεnχ(x)un(x)〉∣∣+O(εn)
 c21
∥∥(Θ2Λ)wεnχ(x)un(x)∥∥2L2 +O(εn), (6.14)
where the constant c21 is simply ‖V (x) − λ‖L∞ (in particular, it does not depend upon Λ). To
complete the proof of (6.14), there remains to prove (6.13). We proceed as in the proof of Propo-
sition 4:∣∣〈[(Θ2Λ)wεnV (x)− (Θ2Λ)wεnV (x)]v(x),w(x)〉∣∣
= ∣∣〈[(1 −Θ2Λ)wεnV (x)− (1 −Θ2Λ)wεnV (x)]v(x),w(x)〉∣∣
=
∣∣∣∣ ∫
Rd
dx dy v
(
x + εn y2
)
w∗
(
x − εn y2
)(
1 − Θ̂ 2Λ(y)
)[
V
(
x + εn y2
)
− V
(
x − εn y2
)]∣∣∣∣
 Cεn
∫
Rd
dx dy
1∫
−1
dt
∣∣∣∣v(x + εn y2
)∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣w∗(x − εn y2
)∣∣∣∣∣∣(1 − Θ̂ 2Λ(y))∣∣|y|∣∣∣∣DxV(x + tεn y2
)∣∣∣∣
 Cεn‖v‖B∗‖w‖B∗,
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and the estimates that follow). Note that the exchange between Θ2Λ and 1 − Θ2Λ in the commu-
tator, is needed in order to have (1 − Θ̂ 2Λ(y)) fastly decaying in y (Θ̂ 2Λ is the Fourier transform
of Θ2Λ). Estimate (6.13) hence (6.14) are proved.
Second, we turn to estimating (6.11) from below. Here, we need to commute the Laplacian
with the truncation χ :∣∣〈(Θ2Λ)wεnχ(x)(−ε2nxun(x)), (Θ2Λ)wεnχ(x)un(x)〉∣∣

∣∣〈(−ε2nx)(Θ2Λ)wεnχ(x)un(x), (Θ2Λ)wεnχ(x)un(x)〉∣∣− |commutator|
Λ2
∥∥(Θ2Λ)wεnχ(x)un∥∥2L2 − |commutator|. (6.15)
We are left with the task of estimating the commutator. An explicit computation gives:
|commutator|
 C
∥∥(Θ2Λ)wεnχ(x)un∥∥L2(εn∥∥(Θ2Λ)wεn∇xχ(x)εn∇xun∥∥L2 + ε2n∥∥(Θ2Λ)wεnxχ(x)un∥∥L2)
 C
∥∥(Θ2Λ)wεnχ(x)un∥∥L2(εn∥∥(Θ2Λ)wεn∇xχ(x)εn∇xun∥∥L2 + ε2n).
Here we used the bounds at hand on un, together with the fact that xχ has support in an annulus
whose big radius is bounded from above, and whose small radius is bounded from below. Now
the term involving εn∇xun is easily bounded. Indeed, we know that ‖χ(x)un‖B∗  C, and the
Helmholtz equation (2.2) clearly implies∥∥χ(x)ε2nxun∥∥B∗  C(∥∥χ(x)fn∥∥B∗ + ∥∥(V (x)− λ)un∥∥B∗)
 C
(‖fn‖B + ‖un‖B∗)C.
Note that the function χ here cuts off a small ball around the origin, so that χf is bounded in B∗.
We stress at variance that the function fn itself is not bounded in this space, due to the diverging
contribution of small annuli. Then, a straightforward interpolation gives
‖χεn∇xun‖B∗  C.
We deduce
|commutator| Cεn
∥∥(Θ2Λ)wεnχ(x)un∥∥L2 . (6.16)
Eventually we have obtained∣∣〈(Θ2Λ)wεnχ(x)(−ε2nxun(x)), (Θ2Λ)wεnχ(x)un(x)〉∣∣
Λ2
∥∥(Θ2Λ)wεnχ(x)un∥∥2L2 −Cεn∥∥(Θ2Λ)wεnχ(x)un∥∥L2 . (6.17)
Putting (6.10), (6.14), and (6.17) together, we infer(
Λ2 − c21
)∥∥(Θ2Λ)w χ(x)un∥∥2 2  Cεn∥∥(Θ2Λ)w χ(x)un∥∥ 2 +Cεn.εn L εn L
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Third step: conclusion. Estimates (6.9) and (6.18) give in (6.6):∥∥Θwεnχun∥∥L2  C(ε1/2n + ηn).
Proposition 5 is proved. 
Proof of Proposition 6. The proof is essentially the same as that of Proposition 5, up to the
following changes. First, dealing here with bounded frequencies, we do not need to split Θ into
two terms (= bounded frequencies + unbounded ones). Second, the estimate from below (6.8)
simply has to be replaced by
∣∣ξ2 + V (x)− λ∣∣ c20 − c204 = 3c204 > 0, on suppΘ ∩ suppχ. 
7. Building up an escape function at infinity: the sequence {un} has no mass at infinity
In this step we prove the sequence {un} is small at infinity in the x variable, when measured
in the B∗ norm.
More precisely, the main result of this section is the following proposition.
Proposition 7. There exist a large integer J and a constant C such that∥∥un(x)1[|x| 2J ]∥∥B∗  C(αn + √εn + ηn) −→n→∞ 0. (7.1)
The proof of (7.1) is done upon introducing an appropriate “escape function at infinity,” de-
noted aJ below. This part of our argument is the core of the proof. It gives an independent
information on the mass carried by un at infinity.
Our function aJ (x, ξ), which is precisely defined below, essentially is
aJ (x, ξ) ∼ x|x| ·
ξ
|ξ | + corrector.
It measures the speed at which the solid angles x/|x| and ξ/|ξ | tend to become parallel for large
times, along the Hamiltonian flow of H(x, ξ) = ξ2 +V (x)−λ (think of the simple case V ≡ 0).
Our proof needs this speed to be as large as possible. The idea of introducing such a function
is borrowed from [18]. The corrector term is crucial, for two reasons. First, the speed at which
x/|x| and ξ/|ξ | align, tends to zero along the Hamiltonian flow of H(x, ξ), i.e., as x/|x| · ξ/|ξ |
tends to ±1. Hence we really need to estimate the corrector accurately. Second, this additional
term is entirely taylored to the (optimal) B∗ estimate we aim at proving.
Needless to say, this escape function is very much related with the Morawetz-like multiplier
x
1
[|x|R] · ∇x + corrector|x|
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the Mourre theory for Schrödinger operators.
Before coming to the proof of Proposition 7, we now define the function aJ that lies at the
core of our proof. In order to precisely define our escape function, we first need to introduce
some cutoffs, and a dyadic partition, as follows.
First, we take some non-negative, C∞c , and radial cutoff function ψ satisfying
ψ(x) ≡ 0 whenever |x| 1, ψ(x) ≡ 1 whenever |x| 1/2,
0ψ(x) 1 for any x. (7.2)
Then, with the help of ψ we build up a dyadic partition in the usual way. We define the function
φ(x) = ψ(x/2)−ψ(x). It obviously satisfies:
suppφ ⊂ {1/2 |x| 1}, φ(x) 0 for any x.
Associated with φ, we define, for any j ∈ Z, the φj ’s as
φj (x) = φ
(
x
2j
)
. (7.3)
Clearly, the φj ’s build up a dyadic partition of unity: 1 ≡∑j∈Z φj (x). Finally, associated with
the φj ’s, which truncate around each annulus {2j−1  |x|  2j }, we define functions χj that
truncate away from the ball of radius 2j−1, as follows. For any t  0, we set
χ(t) =
( t∫
0
φ(s) ds
)/( +∞∫
0
φ(s) ds
)
,
where we have identified the radial function φ(x) with a function of one real variable t  0,
still denoted φ(t) for convenience. Then, again identifying χ(t) and the radial function χ(x) =
χ(|x|), we also set, for any j ∈ Z
χj (x) = χ
(
x
2j
)
. (7.4)
The χj ’s clearly satisfy:
χj (x) ≡ 1 whenever |x| 2j , χj (x) ≡ 0 whenever |x| 2j−1,
∇xχj (x) = 2−j x|x|φj (x).
The functions φj and χj will be used below as cutoff functions in the space variable x.
Second, it turns out our argument requires a cutoff function in the angular variable xˆ · ξˆ =
(x/|x|) · (ξ/|ξ |), together with a cutoff in frequency |ξ | as well. To that aim, we take a non-
negative, C∞c function θδ satisfying (for some δ > 0 small enough: see below):
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θ ′δ(t) 0 when t ∈ [0,1]. (7.5)
The function θδ will serve as a cutoff in xˆ · ξˆ . Also, we take a non-negative, radial C∞c function
ΘΛ(ξ) such that
ΘΛ(ξ) ≡ 1 when 1/Λ |ξ |Λ,
ΘΛ(t) ≡ 0 when |ξ | 1/(2Λ) or |ξ | 2Λ. (7.6)
Here Λ> 0 is a parameter to be chosen later.
We claim the proof of Proposition 7 is based on the following estimate.
Proposition 8. We use the previously defined notations (Eqs. (7.2)–(7.6)). The small parameter
δ > 0 and the large parameter Λ are fixed. Similarly, we also pick up a small parameter γ > 0
and a large integer J  0. The way all these parameters are chosen is made precise in the proof.
Next, we pick up an arbitrary sequence {βj }jJ in l1, such that
∀j  J, 0 < βj  1, and
∑
jJ
βj = 1. (7.7)
Accordingly, we define the “escape functions at infinity”
aJ (x, ξ) := xˆ · ξˆ + γ
∑
jJ
βjχj (x)
[
θδ(xˆ · ξˆ )− θδ(−xˆ · ξˆ )
]
, (7.8)
bJ (x, ξ) := aJ (x, ξ)χJ (x)2ΘΛ(ξ)2. (7.9)
Then, there is a constant C > 0, that depends on the choice of γ , δ, J , and Λ, but does
not depend on the chosen sequence {βj }, such that the following estimate holds true, for any
(x, ξ) ∈ R2d :
{
ξ2 + V (x), bJ
}
 C|x|
(∑
jJ
βjφj (x)
)
χJ (x)
2ΘΛ(ξ)
2. (7.10)
Remark 13. As shown below, the escape function aJ has good properties when |x|  2J−1
and |ξ |  1/Λ. In this picture, the function bJ simply is equal to aJ , conveniently extended
outside the values |x| 2J−1 and |ξ | 1/Λ. For this reason, both functions aJ and bJ essentially
measure the same phenomena, up to the technically useful fact that bJ is defined globally.
Remark 14. The proof of Proposition 8 actually gives more information. Indeed, estimate (7.10)
turns out to be true when ξ2 + V (x) is replaced by ξ2. In these estimates indeed, the fact that
DV (x) behaves like 〈x〉−1−ρ at infinity makes the contribution of V in {V (x), aJ } or {V (x), bJ }
negligible, of size 〈x〉−1−ρ .
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Proof of Proposition 8. First step. We first prove an estimate similar to (7.10), that involves the
function aJ , namely:
{
ξ2 + V (x), aJ
}
 C|x|
∑
jJ
βjφj (x), whenever |ξ | 1/Λ, |x| 2J−1. (7.11)
In order to prove (7.11), we compute the Poisson bracket:
{
ξ2 + V (x), aJ
}= 2 |ξ ||x|(1 − (xˆ · ξˆ )2)
[
1 + γ
∑
jJ
βjχj (x)
[
θ ′δ(xˆ · ξˆ )+ θ ′δ(−xˆ · ξˆ )
]]
+ 2γ |ξ ||x| ξˆ · xˆ
[ ∑
jJ
βj
|x|
2j
φj (x)
[
θδ(xˆ · ξˆ )− θδ(−xˆ · ξˆ )
]]
− xˆ − (xˆ · ξˆ )ξˆ|ξ | · ∇xV (x)
[
1 + γ
∑
jJ
βjχj (x)
[
θ ′δ(xˆ · ξˆ )+ θ ′δ(−xˆ · ξˆ )
]]
.
(7.12)
Let us now estimate each term on the right-hand side of (7.12). The last term in (7.12) is negligi-
ble for |x| 2J−1, provided J is large enough. Indeed, its absolute value is estimated by
 C|ξ | 〈x〉
−1−ρ  C〈x〉−1−ρ,
whenever |ξ |  1/Λ > 0. Here C > 0 does not depend on {βj }. The interesting (dominant)
terms are the two other contributions in (7.12). The first term in (7.12) is  0 in any case. For
||ξˆ · xˆ| − 1|  δ however, i.e., away from the critical values ξˆ · xˆ = ±1, one may improve this
lower bound into
Cδ |ξ ||x| (1 +Cγ )
C
|x| ,
for some constant C > 0 independent of {βj }, whenever |ξ |  1/Λ > 0. Similarly, the second
term is  0 in any case. For ||ξˆ · xˆ| − 1| δ however, and under the requirement |x| 2J−1, one
may improve this lower bound into
 Cγ |ξ ||x|
∑
jJ
βjφj (x)
C
|x|
∑
jJ
βjφj (x),
for some C > 0 independent of {βj }. Note this inequality requires δ small enough. Putting to-
gether the three estimates above allows to estimate the Poisson bracket in (7.12) as in the claimed
lower-bound (7.11).
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ξ2 + V (x), aJ χ2J
}= {ξ2 + V (x), aJ }χ2J + {ξ2 + V (x),χ2J }aJ
 C|x|
(∑
jJ
βjφj
)
χ2J +
4|ξ |
2J
χJ φJ (ξˆ · xˆ)aJ︸ ︷︷ ︸
0
,
where the last line uses the very value of aJ , as well as inequality (7.11), valid for |ξ |  1/Λ,
|x| 2J . Next we deduce{
ξ2 + V (x), bJ
}= {ξ2 + V (x), aJ χ2J (x)ΘΛ(ξ)2}
= {ξ2 + V (x), aJ χ2J (x)}ΘΛ(ξ)2 + {ξ2 + V (x),ΘΛ(ξ)2}aJ χJ (x)2
 C|x|
(∑
jJ
βjφj
)
χJ (x)
2ΘΛ(ξ)
2 +ΘΛ(ξ)χ2J (x)
(∇ΘΛ(ξ) · ∇xV (x))
 C|x|
(∑
jJ
βjφj
)
χJ (x)
2ΘΛ(ξ)
2 −CΘΛ(ξ)χ2J (x)〈x〉−1−ρ
 C|x|
(∑
jJ
βjφj
)
χJ (x)
2ΘΛ(ξ)
2,
provided J is large enough, independently of the sequence {βj }. This ends the proof of Proposi-
tion 8. 
We now come to the more delicate proof of Proposition 7.
Proof of Proposition 7. First step: preliminary reduction. Our strategy is the following. In order
to establish the desired∥∥un(x)1[|x| 2J ]∥∥B∗ = sup
jJ
2−j/2‖un‖L2(Cj ) −→n→∞ 0, (7.13)
we prove
∑
jJ
βj
∫
Rd
φj (x)χ
2
J (x)
|un(x)|2
|x| dx −→n→∞ 0, (7.14)
independently of the l1 sequence {βj }. Clearly, (7.14) implies (7.13).
In the sequel, we actually reduce the statement a bit. Indeed, Propositions 5 and 6 already
assert that the sequence χJun carries no mass, in L2 norm, for frequencies ξ above 2c1 > 0 or
below c0/2 > 0, provided |x| 2J−1 R0. Hence, an easy estimate based on symbolic calculus
and Propositions 5 and 6, proves that (7.14) is implied by the weaker
∑
jJ
βj
∫
d
φj (x)χJ (x)
|(ΘΛ)wεnun(x)|2
|x| dx −→n→∞ 0, (7.15)
R
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and J satisfies 2J−1 R0.
With these reductions in mind, the remainder part of our proof is actually devoted to estab-
lishing the estimate
∑
jJ
βj
∫
Rd
φj (x)χJ+1(x)2
|(ΘΛ−1)wεnun(x)|2
|x| dx  C
(
αn + √εn + ηn
)
, (7.16)
for some constant C independent of n and the βj ’s. Here, ΘΛ−1 is as the function ΘΛ, with Λ
replaced by Λ − 1, see (7.6). This piece of information is clearly enough to establish (7.15),
hence to conclude the proof of the proposition.
Second step: combining the estimate in Proposition 8, with the Garding inequality of Proposi-
tion 2. In essence, estimate (7.16) comes from applying the Garding inequality in Proposition 2,
to inequality (7.10). This procedure indeed allows to control, roughly,
∑
jJ
βj
∫
Rd
φj (x)χJ (x)
2 |(ΘΛ)wεnun(x)|2
|x| dx
by 〈({
ξ2 + V (x), bJ
})w
εn
un,un
〉= 〈{ξ2 + V (x), bJ },μn〉.
One then concludes using the fact that μn almost satisfies a transport equation (Proposition 3),
so that 〈{ξ2 + V (x), bJ },μn〉 is a small term. Let us detail these rough statements.
In this step, we perform the above mentioned combination of the Garding inequality, with
Proposition 8. A basic difficulty is the following. Clearly, inequality (7.10) involves (amongst
others) symbols that belong to the class S(〈x〉−1). This class is critical for our purposes. Recall
indeed that the quantity
∫
dx |un(x)|2/〈x〉 is not controlled by the B∗ norm of un: only weights
that decay slightly faster than 1/|x| at infinity are allowed. For this reason, one cannot directly
apply the Garding inequality, and an indirect path is needed.
Let us come to the technical details.
First, we start from estimate (7.10) with ξ2 + V (x) replaced by ξ2 (see Remark 14), namely,
{
ξ2, bJ
}
 C|x|
(∑
jJ
βjφj (x)
)
χ2JΘ
2
Λ, (7.17)
and the symbols appearing in (7.17) belong to the class S(〈x〉−1). As a consequence, the dif-
ference between both sides of the above inequality may be written as a squared, up to reducing
the value of the constant C. Quantitatively, there exists a symbol b(x, ξ) belonging to the class
S(〈x〉−1/2) such that({
ξ2, bJ
}− C|x|
(∑
jJ
βjφj (x)
))
χJ+1(x)2ΘΛ−1(ξ)2 = b(x, ξ)2χJ+1(x)2ΘΛ−1(ξ)2. (7.18)
Note the slight reduction consisting in the replacement of χJ by χJ+1, and ΘΛ by ΘΛ−1, in
order to avoid taking the square root of symbols close to the set where they vanish. Note also that
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Second, Weyl-quantizing relation (7.18) and testing against the function un, we recover
〈({
ξ2, bJ
}
χJ+1(x)2ΘΛ−1(ξ)2
)w
εn
un,un
〉= C〈(∑
jJ
βj
φj (x)
|x| χJ+1(x)
2ΘΛ−1(ξ)2
)w
εn
un,un
〉
+ 〈(b(x, ξ)2χJ+1(x)2ΘΛ−1(ξ)2)wεnun,un〉. (7.19)
On top of that, the term involving b(x, ξ) in (7.19) is easily bounded from below. Indeed, using
standard symbolic calculus, we observe〈[
b(x, ξ)2χJ+1(x)2ΘΛ−1(ξ)2
]w
εn
un,un
〉
= 〈[b(x, ξ)χJ+1(x)ΘΛ−1(ξ)]wεnun, [b(x, ξ)χJ+1(x)ΘΛ−1(ξ)]wεnun〉
+ 〈(O(εn〈x〉−3/2))wεnun,un〉.
Here the O(εn〈x〉−3/2) denotes some symbol in the class S(〈x〉−3/2), and of size O(εn) in this
class, uniformly with respect to the βj ’s. This implies〈[
b(x, ξ)2χJ+1(x)2ΘΛ−1(ξ)2
]w
εn
un,un
〉
= ∥∥[b(x, ξ)χJ+1(x)ΘΛ−1(ξ)]wεnun∥∥2L2 + 〈[O(εn〈x〉−3/2)]wεnun,un〉
−Cεn
∫
Rd
〈x〉−3/2∣∣un(x)∣∣2 dx
−Cεn, (7.20)
uniformly with respect to the βj ’s. The last line uses the information ‖un‖B∗ = 1. Note that the
squared term in (7.20) may be unbounded, because it only carries the critical weight 〈x〉−1. We
are able to discard it because it has the good sign. Similarly, standard symbolic calculus also
allows to write〈(∑
j βjφj
|x| χ
2
J+1Θ2Λ−1
)w
εn
un,un
〉
=
〈∑
j βjφj
|x| χ
2
J+1(ΘΛ−1)wεnun, (ΘΛ−1)
w
εn
un
〉
+O(εn)
=
∑
j
βj
∫
Rd
φjχ
2
J+1
|(ΘΛ−1)wεnun(x)|2
|x| +O(εn). (7.21)
Summarizing, we have established at this stage the estimate
〈({
ξ2, bJ
}
χJ+1(x)2ΘΛ−1(ξ)2
)w
εn
un,un
〉
 C
∑
j
βj
∫
Rd
φjχ
2
J+1
|(ΘΛ−1)wεnun(x)|2
|x| −Cεn.
(7.22)
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the level of symbols, we have
{V,bJ }χ2J+1Θ2Λ−1 −C〈x〉−1−ρχ2J+1Θ2Λ−1. (7.23)
Hence, upon Weyl-quantizing (7.23), and using the Garding inequality of Proposition 2, which
is licit thanks to the assumed decay/smoothness of the potential V , we recover
〈({
V (x), bJ
}
χJ+1(x)2ΘΛ−1(ξ)2
)w
εn
un,un
〉
−C〈(〈x〉−1−ρχ2J+1Θ2Λ−1)wεnun(x), un〉−C√εn
−C
∫
Rd
χ2J+1
|(ΘΛ−1)wεnun|2
〈x〉1+ρ dx −C
√
εn, (7.24)
where the last inequality uses standard symbolic calculus again.
Fourth, we put together (7.22) and (7.24). This gives eventually, possibly taking a larger value
of J ,
〈({
ξ2 + V (x), bJ
}
χJ+1(x)2ΘΛ−1(ξ)2
)w
εn
un,un
〉
 C
∑
j
βj
∫
Rd
φjχ
2
J+1
|(ΘΛ−1)wεnun(x)|2
|x| −C
∫
Rd
χ2J+1
|(ΘΛ−1)wεnun|2
〈x〉1+ρ dx −C
√
εn. (7.25)
This is the final estimate of the present step.
Third step: estimating from above the left-hand side of (7.25). In this step, we prove the left-
hand side of (7.25) goes to zero as n goes to infinity.
First, we write the obvious
〈[{
ξ2 + V (x), bJ
}
χJ+1(x)2ΘΛ−1(ξ)2
]w
εn
un,un
〉
= 〈{ξ2 + V (x), bJ }χJ+1(x)2ΘΛ−1(ξ)2,μn〉. (7.26)
We next start taking back the product χ2J+1Θ2Λ−1 inside the Poisson bracket.
Second, at the level of symbols, we readily have the commutator inequality
{
ξ2 + V (x), bJ
}
χJ+1(x)2 −
{
ξ2 + V (x), bJ χJ+1(x)2
}= −4|ξ |χJ+1, φJ+1
2J+1
([ξˆ · xˆ]bJ ) 0,
and we note that the symbols involved here are C∞c in the ξ variable, and they behave like
O(〈x〉−∞) at infinity in x. As a consequence, these symbols certainly belong to the class XN
for any N , as well as all their derivatives. This allows to use the Garding inequality derived in
Proposition 2, and to write in (7.26)
〈{
ξ2 + V (x), bJ
}
χJ+1(x)2ΘΛ−1(ξ)2,μn
〉

〈{
ξ2 + V (x), bJ χJ+1(x)2
}
ΘΛ−1(ξ)2,μn
〉+O(√εn ). (7.27)
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symbols, the commutator estimate:
∣∣{ξ2 + V (x), bJ χJ+1(x)2}ΘΛ−1(ξ)2 − {ξ2 + V (x), bJ χJ+1(x)2ΘΛ−1(ξ)2}∣∣
 C〈x〉−1−ρχJ+1(x)2ΘΛ−1(ξ).
Here, all symbols clearly belong to the class XN for any N . Using again the version of the
Garding inequality derived in Proposition 2, we recover in (7.27)
〈{
ξ2 + V (x), bJ χJ+1(x)2
}
ΘΛ−1(ξ)2,μn
〉

〈{
ξ2 + V (x), bJ χJ+1(x)2ΘΛ−1(ξ)2
}
,μn
〉
+C〈〈x〉−1−ρχJ+1(x)2ΘΛ−1(ξ),μn〉+O(√εn )
= 〈{ξ2 + V (x), bJ χJ+1(x)2ΘΛ−1(ξ)2},μn〉
+C
∫
Rd
χJ+1(x)2[(ΘΛ−1)wεnun](x)u∗n(x)
〈x〉1+ρ dx +O
(√
εn
)
. (7.28)
The last line uses standard symbolic calculus again. Yet the transport equation (Proposition 3,
estimate (5.1)) readily allows to estimate the first term on the right-hand side of (7.28) as∣∣〈{ξ2 + V (x), bJ χJ+1(x)2ΘΛ−1(ξ)2},μn〉∣∣ C(αn + εn + ηn). (7.29)
On top of that, using Propositions 5 and 6, we may estimate the second term on the right-hand
side of (7.28) as
∫
Rd
χJ+1(x)2[(ΘΛ−1)wεnun](x)u∗n(x)
〈x〉1+ρ dx
=
∫
Rd
χJ+1(x)2|(ΘΛ−1)wεnun|2(x)
〈x〉1+ρ dx
+
∫
Rd
χJ+1(x)2[(ΘΛ−1)wεnun](x)[(1 −ΘΛ−1)wεnun]∗(x)
〈x〉1+ρ dx
=
∫
Rd
χJ+1(x)2|(ΘΛ−1)wεnun|2(x)
〈x〉1+ρ dx +O
(√
εn + ηn
)
, (7.30)
and the last O(√εn +ηn) comes from the fact that the function 1−ΘΛ−1 has support away from
resonant frequencies ξ2 = λ− V (x), provided Λ is large enough.
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 C
∫
Rd
χJ+1(x)2|(ΘΛ−1)wεnun|2(x)
〈x〉1+ρ dx +C
(
αn + √εn + ηn
)
. (7.31)
Fourth step: conclusion. Estimate (7.31) now gives in (7.25):
∑
j
βj
∫
Rd
φjχ
2
J+1
|(ΘΛ−1)wεnun(x)|2
|x|
 C
∫
Rd
χJ+1(x)2|(ΘΛ−1)wεnun|2(x)
〈x〉1+ρ dx +C
(
αn + √εn + ηn
)
.
Now, taking the supremum over all possible l1 sequences {βj } as in (7.7), gives
sup
jJ
2−j/2
∥∥χJ+1(ΘΛ−1)wεnun∥∥L2(Cj )
 C
∥∥χJ+1(ΘΛ−1)wεnun∥∥L2(〈x〉−1−ρ dx) +C(αn + √εn + ηn)
 C2−ρJ sup
jJ
2−j/2
∥∥χJ+1(ΘΛ−1)wεnun∥∥L2(Cj ) +C(αn + √εn + ηn).
Hence, upon possibly taking an even larger value of J , we recover
sup
jJ
2−j/2
∥∥χJ+1(ΘΛ−1)wεnun∥∥L2(Cj )  C(αn + √εn + ηn). (7.32)
This ends the proof of (7.16). Proposition 7 is now proved. 
8. Using the transport equation: the sequence {un} has no mass away from the origin
The previous section establishes un has no mass “at infinity” in x. In this section we use the
transport equation satisfied by μn and the non-trapping assumption to deduce that un has no
mass on any bounded set away from the origin x = 0. Again, the special treatment of the origin
is made necessary because of the very norms B and B∗. Needless to say, the idea is to use the
non-trapping assumption, together with the invariance of μ along the flow Φt , to infer that μ
vanishes locally, from the fact that μ vanishes at infinity.
Our main result in this section is:
Proposition 9. Let 0 < r0 < r1 < ∞ be two arbitrary radii. Then the following holds:∥∥un(x)1[r0  |x| r1]∥∥B∗ −→n→∞ 0.
In particular, for any test function ϕ(x) ∈ C∞c (Rd) whose support lies in r0  |x| r1, one has〈μ,ϕ〉 = 0.
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To reduce the problem a bit, let Θ(ξ) be a C∞c function that cuts off large frequencies ξ , i.e.,
such that Θ(ξ) ≡ 0 when |ξ | 3c1, and Θ(ξ) ≡ 1 when |ξ | 2c1, say. Energy localization (and
more precisely Proposition 5) readily gives∥∥(1 −Θ)wεnϕ(x)un(x)∥∥L2 → 0.
On the other hand, standard symbolic calculus gives∥∥Θwεnϕ(x)un(x)∥∥2L2 = 〈μn(x, ξ),Θ(ξ)2ϕ(x)2〉+O(εn)
∼
n→∞
〈
μ(x, ξ),Θ(ξ)2ϕ(x)2
〉
.
It is thus enough to prove 〈μ,Θ2ϕ2〉 = 0.
To reduce the problem further, let δ > 0 be a small parameter to be chosen later, and let
χ(x, ξ) be a function that cuts-off (x, ξ)’s away from the zero energy, i.e., χ(x, ξ) ≡ 0 when
|ξ2 + V (x) − λ| δ, χ(x, ξ) ≡ 1 when |ξ2 + V (x) − λ| δ/2. Again, energy localization (and
more precisely Proposition 4) readily gives〈
μ(x, ξ),Θ(ξ)2ϕ(x)2
〉= 〈μ(x, ξ),Θ(ξ)2ϕ(x)2χ(x, ξ)〉.
It is thus enough to prove 〈μ(x, ξ),Θ(ξ)2ϕ(x)2χ(x, ξ)〉 = 0.
To do so, we use the fact that, from Proposition 3, the measure μ is invariant under the Hamil-
tonian flow Φt of H(x, ξ) = ξ2 + V (x)− λ. Hence, for any time t , we certainly have〈
μ(x, ξ),Θ(ξ)2ϕ(x)2χ(x, ξ)
〉= 〈μ(x, ξ), (Θ(ξ)2ϕ(x)2χ(x, ξ)) ◦Φ−t 〉,
where the support of the function (Θ(ξ)ϕ(x))2 ◦Φ−t is
Φt
({|x| r1, |ξ | 2c1, ∣∣ξ2 + V (x)− λ∣∣ δ}).
The idea is to use the non-trapping assumption to establish there is a (large) time t∗, such that
Φt∗
({|x| r1, |ξ | 2c1, ∣∣ξ2 + V (x)− λ∣∣ δ})⊂ {|x| 2J }. (8.1)
Clearly, (8.1) is enough to conclude since Proposition 7 allows to write under these circumstances〈
μ(x, ξ),Θ(ξ)2ϕ(x)2
〉= 〈μ(x, ξ), (Θ(ξ)2ϕ(x)2χ(x, ξ)) ◦Φ−t∗ 〉= 0.
Let us come to the proof of (8.1).
Non-trapping asserts that for any (x, ξ) satisfying ξ2 = λ − V (x), there is a time T (x, ξ)
such that for any t  T (x, ξ) we have |X(t, x, ξ)|  22J . Actually, and as is well known (see,
e.g., [11]), non-trapping is an open property: there is a δ such that any (x, ξ) satisfying |ξ2 +
V (x)−λ| δ verifies |X(t, x, ξ)| → ∞ as t → ∞. By compactness and continuous dependence
of the flow upon the initial data, there is hence a time T0 such that for any (x, ξ) satisfying
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the proof of (8.1).
Proposition 9 is proved. 
9. Using the Perthame and Vega multiplier: the sequence {un} has no mass at the origin
This section is devoted to proving the last piece of information that allows to glue together
the vanishing of un at infinity, away from the origin, and close to the origin, and to conclude
‖un‖B∗ → 0. This gives the desired contradiction (see Section 2), and finishes the proof of our
Main Theorem.
Our main result in this section is the following:
Proposition 10. Let r0 > 0 be any positive radius. Then, the following holds:∥∥un(x)1[|x| r0]∥∥B∗ −→n→∞ 0.
Remark 15. The proof we give of Proposition 10 actually establishes the following stronger fact.
If we are able to prove that, for some reason, ‖un1[|x| r]‖B∗ → 0 as n → ∞, whenever r > 0,
then, necessarily, for any r > 0, ‖un1[|x| r]‖B∗ → 0 as well.
In the present case, we already know from Propositions 7 and 9 that ‖un1[|x| r]‖B∗ → 0 as
n → ∞, whenever r > 0.
As already mentioned, the idea of proof is to use an estimate established by Perthame and
Vega, which relates the mass of un close to x = 0, with the mass of un away from x = 0. This
together with the already established fact that un vanishes away from the origin, gives the result.
Proof of Proposition 10. The proof is in several steps.
First step: an a priori estimate obtained from [28]—its consequences. A straightforward
rescaling in estimate (3.7) of [28, p. 346] gives, for any R > 0:
1
R
∫
|x|R
∣∣εn∇xun(x)∣∣2 dx + ε2n d − 12R2
∫
|x|=R
∣∣un(x)∣∣2 dσR(x)
+ 1
R
∫
|x|R
[
λ− V (x)+ (x · ∇xV (x))−]∣∣un(x)∣∣2 dx
 C
∫
Rd
∣∣fn(x)∣∣∣∣un(x)∣∣dx +C ∫
Rd
|fn(x)||un(x)|
|x| dx
+
∫
Rd
(
xˆ · ∇xV (x)
)
+
∣∣un(x)∣∣2 dx + αn ∫
Rd
∣∣un(x)∣∣∣∣εn∇xun(x)∣∣dx, (9.1)
for some constant C independent of n and R. We now start estimating all terms on the right-hand
side of (9.1), except the one including the contribution of (xˆ · ∇xV (x))+, which we exploit later.
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Rd
∣∣fn(x)∣∣∣∣un(x)∣∣dx  Cεnηn,
which gives an estimate for the first term on the right-hand side of (9.1). Second, a straightforward
energy estimate in the Helmholtz equation (2.2) gives
αn
∫
Rd
∣∣un(x)∣∣2 dx  ε−1n ∫
Rd
∣∣fn(x)∣∣∣∣un(x)∣∣dx Cηn,
together with∫
Rd
∣∣εn∇xun(x)∣∣2 dx  ∫
Rd
∣∣λ− V (x)∣∣∣∣un(x)∣∣2 dx + ∫
Rd
∣∣fn(x)∣∣∣∣un(x)∣∣dx
C
∫
Rd
∣∣un(x)∣∣2 dx +Cεnηn  Cα−1n ηn.
This allows to estimate the last term on the right-hand side of (9.1) as
αn
∫
Rd
∣∣un(x)∣∣∣∣εn∇xun(x)∣∣dx  Cηn.
Last, we may estimate the third term as in [28]:∫
Rd
|fn(x)||un(x)|
|x| dx =
∑
j∈Z
(
2−j
∫
Cj
|un(x)|2
|x|2 dx
)1/2(
2j
∫
Cj
∣∣fn(x)∣∣2 dx)1/2
 Cεnηn
(
sup
r>0
1
r2
∫
|x|=r
∣∣un(x)∣∣2 dσr(x))1/2.
These three estimates give in (9.1), upon discarding the first term on the left-hand side:
ε2n
d − 1
R2
∫
|x|=R
∣∣un(x)∣∣2 dσR(x)+ 1
R
∫
|x|R
[
λ− V (x)+ (x · ∇xV (x))−]∣∣un(x)∣∣2 dx
 Cηn +Cηn
(
sup
r>0
ε2n
r2
∫
|x|=r
∣∣un(x)∣∣2 dσr(x))1/2 + ∫
Rd
(
xˆ · ∇xV (x)
)
+
∣∣un(x)∣∣2 dx. (9.2)
Next, for n large enough, estimate (9.2) allows to upper bound the term supr>0(ε2n/r2 . . .)
upon estimating the right-hand side with the help of the left-hand side. Indeed, taking the supre-
mum over R of the left-hand side, exploiting the information limn→∞ ηn = 0, and using the fact
that
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R
∫
|x|R
∣∣un(x)∣∣2 dx  C‖un‖2B∗  C,
∫
Rd
(
xˆ · ∇xV (x)
)
+
∣∣un(x)∣∣2 dx  C ∫
Rd
〈x〉−1−ρ∣∣un(x)∣∣2 dx  C,
we easily deduce from (9.2) the estimate
sup
r>0
ε2n
r2
∫
|x|=r
∣∣un(x)∣∣2 dσr(x) C.
As a consequence, we are now able to transform estimate (9.2) into the simpler:
1
R
∫
|x|R
[
λ− V (x)+ (x · ∇xV (x))−]∣∣un(x)∣∣2 dx
 Cηn +
∫
Rd
(
xˆ · ∇xV (x)
)
+
∣∣un(x)∣∣2 dx. (9.3)
This is the key a priori estimate we needed.
Second step: the right-hand side of (9.3) vanishes as n → ∞. To prove that the right-hand side
of (9.3) vanishes asymptotically, we split the integral on the right-hand side of (9.3) according to
the distinction |x|  2J , 2−j0  |x|  2J and |x| 2−j0 . Here, the (large positive) integer J is
as in Proposition 7, (large positive) integer j0 is to be chosen later. More precisely, we write:∫
Rd
(
xˆ · ∇xV (x)
)
+
∣∣un(x)∣∣2 = ∫
Rd
[
xˆ · ∇xV (x)
]
+
∣∣un(x)∣∣2
× (χJ (x)+ [1 − χJ (x)]χ−j0(x)+ [1 − χ−j0(x)]).
First, Proposition 7 allows to estimate the contribution of large values of x:∫
Rd
χJ (x)
[
xˆ · ∇xV (x)
]
+
∣∣un(x)∣∣2 dx  C ∫
Rd
χJ (x)
|un(x)|2
〈x〉1+ρ dx −→n→∞ 0.
Second, the contribution of moderate values of x is estimated using the fact that the measure μ
vanishes everywhere (Proposition 9). Indeed, for any given value of j0, we have∫
Rd
(
1 − χ2J
)
(x)χ2−j0(x)
(
xˆ · ∇xV (x)
)
+
∣∣un(x)∣∣2 dx
−→
n→∞
∫
2d
(
1 − χ2J
)
(x)χ2−j0(x)
(
xˆ · ∇xV (x)
)
+μ(x, ξ) dx dξ = 0.R
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mere boundedness of ∇xV close to the origin, we may estimate the contribution of small values
of x in the natural way:
∫
Rd
[
1 − χ−j0(x)
][
xˆ · ∇xV (x)
]
+
∣∣un(x)∣∣2 dx
 C
∫
|x|2−j0+2
∣∣un(x)∣∣2 dx = C ∑
j−j0+2
‖un‖2L2(Cj )  C‖un‖
2
B∗
∑
jj0+2
2j C2−j0 .
These three estimates clearly imply∫
Rd
(
xˆ · ∇xV (x)
)
+
∣∣un(x)∣∣2 −→
n→∞ 0.
As a consequence, the upper-bound (9.3), finally gives
1
R
∫
|x|R
[
λ− V (x)+ (x · ∇xV (x))−]∣∣un(x)∣∣2 dx −→n→∞ 0. (9.4)
Third step: conclusion. We now exploit (9.4) to obtain the proposition. To do so, we use the
fact that
λ− V (0) > 0, and V is continuous.
Hence, for j0 large enough, and some C > 0 independent of n, we have the following lower
bound, valid for any R  2−j0 :
1
R
∫
|x|R
[
λ− V (x)+ (x · ∇xV (x))−]∣∣un(x)∣∣2 dx  CR
∫
|x|R
∣∣un(x)∣∣2 dx.
This together with (9.4) finally gives
sup
R2j0
1
R
∫
|x|R
∣∣un(x)∣∣2 dx −→
n→∞ 0,
or, in other words
sup
j−j0
2−j/2‖un‖L2(Cj ) −→n→∞ 0.
The proposition is proved. 
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